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OPINION

University organizes the 1999
Learning Fair in hopes of
providing students with study
skills.

Guenter Grass, a
German writer,
won the NoPel
Peace Prize in
literature Thursday.

Columnist Sarah Delaney is
discouraged that women are so
unhappy with their size and
shape.
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Falcon football to
host annual
showdown with
Toledo this Saturday.
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Students frustrated with sprinklers
By GRETA HALE
The BG News
Several students are irritated by the current sprinkler system, but the sprinklers will
stop the first or second week in
October, according to Randy
Tolls, head of the irrigation system on campus.
Students complain that the
water is hitting the sidewalks
and the sides of buildings but
not the grass.
"I think it waters the sidewalk more than the grass," said
Erin Jindra, a junior pregraphic design major. "It is
annoying to have to walk
around them."
Tolls said that the sprinklers
hitting the sidewalk is some-

times unavoidable. He said it is
impossible to control the water
throw of the manual sprinklers
because they rely on city water
pressure, which the University
cannot control.
Students also complain that
the sprinklers should be run
more at night and less during
the day.
"It is very disturbing that
during the day when people are
walking to classes they are on,"
said Heather LaVarnway, a
sophomore elementary education major. "It has bad timing."
The sprinklers run throughout the day, according to Tolls.
He said this is because there
would not be enough water to
run all of the sprinklers at the

same time. He also said there
are not enough feed lines tied
into the irrigation system to be
able to run the sprinklers only
at night.
Some students, however,
said they enjoy the sprinklers.
"I think it is humorous that
they are on when it is raining,
yet refreshing when it is hot
outside," said Karen Duvall,
sophomore education major.
Other students think the
watering is unnecessary.
"I think it is pointless to
make the grass look pretty
before winter when it is just
going to die anyway." said
Angela Sanford, sophomore
psychology major. "It is a waste
of money that could go towards

something else, like parking
spaces."
"I don't really see a point of
it," said Dustin Grime, sophomore middle childhood education major. "I think it is a waste
of water just to have green
grass,"
Other students don't care
either way.
"I am indifferent," said John
Moore, sophomore VCT major.
"As long as they don't get me
wet, I don't have a problem,"
said Katie Fortner, sophomore

BG News Photo/ HIKE LEHMKUHLE
A student dodges a sprinkler near West Hall at night.

psychology major.

Graduate uses BG experience to excel Online shopping
offers convenience

ip^umni
Several BOSU graduates
have made their mark in the
world, ranging from the
actress Eva Marie Saint to
Orel Hershiser, New York
Met'a pitcher. In the hope that
students can gain inspiration
from their successes, The BG
News is going to run a story
every Friday in October focusing on alumni and their rise to
the top.
By MICHELLE REITER
The BG News
Whether starting out
as an inexperienced
college freshman 15
years ago or facing minefields
in Bosnia, Duane Pohlman's, a
chief investigative reporter for
KING-TV in Seattle, secret to
success has never changed:
"Don't be intimidated. Just
jump in there and do it."
Pohlman did just that when
he began his illustrious investigative reporting career at
Bowling Green State University. He investigated charges that
local authorities were unfairly
harassing University students
who were being blamed for
crimes in the area.
The locals thought they were

getting out of hand, Pohlman
said. "I walked into the mayor's
office and asked him about it.
He told me to get out."
Undaunted, he found other
sources and managed to expose
the story.
Since then the 1987 BG
graduate has spent the last 12
years working as an investigative reporter for TV stations all
across the United States, tackling firsthand some of the big
issues of the decade, from the
Gulf War to the Bosnian conflict.
"I've had a submachine held
to my head in Saudi Arabia and
walked through minefields in
Bosnia" he said. "Then, I had to
literally step in the footsteps of
the guy in front of me. But I
just never thought much about
being killed. I thought, 'If it's
gonna happen, it's gonna happen.""
This conquer-all attitude
first began to show itself when
Pohlman was an 8th grader in
Delphos, Ohio. He pushed for
an opportunity to take a television
programming
class,
though the class was traditionally reserved for 11th graders.
"My teacher, John Gunder, first
gave me the chance to try this,"
Pohlman said. "And I loved it."
Pohlman went on to try
sports broadcasting on a local
cable station while still in high
school, something he said he'd
never want to do again. "It was
terrible, awful" he said. "The
guy who was supposed to be
doing it with me couldn't be

"I've had a submachine held to
my head in Saudi Arabia and
walked through minefields in
Bosnia."

By KIMBERLY DUPPS
The BG News

The days of shopping at the
mall are history and the days of
using the click of a mouse to
chief iiwesligaln-e reporter for KJNO-TV
buy groceries, birthday prehe talking about?' He was also sents, airline tickets and the
the only teacher I had who latest fashions from big-name
stores
have
would hand back my papers so department
covered in red marks you could- arrived.
Shopping online has become
n't see the print. Then he'd say,
a convenient commodity for the
'That was a great paper.m
Dankster would also speckle population entering the new
his lectures with sayings and millennium, even among colmottos that have stuck with lege students.
"Online shopping will change
Pohlman through the years.
"He used to say, 'Nothing things in the future because it
escapes the attention as much is so convenient," said Elaine
as the obvious.' I always Burns, a sophomore purchasmanagement
remember that when I'm work- ing/materials
major. "Soon, I believe, a majoring even now."
Laurence Janowski was ity of shopping will be done
another professor who nur- online,"
Student online shoppers
tured Pohlman's interest in
journalism. "He was just a real- boast saving time and convely great friend and he always nience, when it comes to shopinspired you to want to do ping on the Internet.
"Shopping online saves time,
more. He had so much boundless energy and zest with which it's convenient and it comes in
handy," said Paul Elling, a
to go after things."
From
BGSU,
Pohlman junior MIS major.
Online
stores,
like
worked as an investigative
reporter for several TV stations Amazon.com and CdNow, offer
around the country, from items that many media stores
Raleigh, N.C. to Milwaukee, don't offer and it can be delivWis. Having won several local ered to your door within a
and national awards, Pohlman week.
CdNow, along with Amais now the chief investigative
reporter for KING-TV in Seat- zon.com, say that above that
they offer better savings than
one would get at a neighbor• See ALUMNI, page six. hood media store.
Duanc Pohlman

there, so I had
to do it alone.
I'm not a big
sports fan, so it didn't go very
well."
Deciding against a career in
sportscasting, Pohlman tried
his hand at an amateur documentary with the help of
Gunter. "It was more of a short
video essay on a bloody bridgethere was someone killed at the
bridge, and I wanted to do
something about that."
For Pohlman, the "journalism bug" hit him when he came
to BGSU. Having concentrated
before on TV and documentaries, a whole new world
opened for him in the form of
broadcast journalism. What
Pohlman remembers most,
however, is the encouragement
he got from his professors.
"I had this wonderful professor, Emil Dansker, who was
also an editor at the Toledo
Blade. He's the first one that
really challenged me to do journalism."
Pohlman describes Dansker
as having a unique teaching
style that impressed him immediately. "He'd go on about all
kinds of different things at once
and I'd think, 'What the hell is

Buying CDs and books is not
the only commodities online.
There are HomeGrocer.com and
the Netgrocer, where busy people can order their groceries
and have them delivered to the
door. At the Netgrocer, college
students can get their dose of
chocolate with Oreos on sale for
$2.77.
The drawback of online shopping, though, is the necessity
for a credit card and the questionable security for that credit
card number.
"I've never shopped online
because I didn't have a credit
card," said Valerie Weldon, a
sophomore undecided major.
Addressing the security
issue, many companies try to
guarantee security when ordering goods off the website. Amazon.com has a page devoted to
their guarantee which provides
assurance that their service is
safe.
On this page the creators of
Amazon.com say, "Our secure
server software (SSL) is the
industry standard and among
the best software available
today for secure commerce
transactions. It encrypts all of
your personal information,
including credit card number,
name and address, so that it
cannot be read as the information travels over the Internet."

LSU sponsors cultural events during October Tent City pumps up
University for game

"Our ultimate goal is to
make others aware of the Latino culture," she said, "We hope
they enjoy our events. We want
Today La Union de Estudi- people to gain new knowledge
antes Latinos (LSU) kicks off of Latino culture."
Hispanic
Heritage
Month
Macros Popovich, LSU pres(HHM) with the hopes of chal- ident, perceives HHM as a time
lenging the University during to promote cultural awareness
the month.
of various Latino cultures, to
LSU begins its celebration serve as an educational device
with a luncheon in 101 to the University at large and
Olscamp at 11 a.m., entitled address educational, political
"Exploding into the New Mil- and social economical issues
lennium: Latino Style." The affecting the Latino nation.
luncheon features entertain"It is a time to empower and
ment by Afro-Rican Ensemble call Latinos to action to address
from Columbus, Ohio and two problems affecting them," he
keynote speakers-Louis Esco- said.
bar and Robert Torres. The
Issues affecting Latinos
topic of the discussion is the affect everyone, Popovich said.
future of Latinos in politics and
"We are all interconnected,"
education.
Popovich said. "What one culAccording
to
Christine ture does can affect other culCelestino-Boes, LSU co-adviser, tures. We need to support each
this year's theme is "Reaching other."
New Heights Within Our CulThe various Hispanic culture." This year, they will be tures are unique in music and
evaluating educational and art and other ways, said Yolanpolitical issues pertaining to da Flores, secretary of the CenHispanics.
ter for Multicultural Affairs
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG Newi
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and Academic Initiatives.
"We are common in language
and vary in dialect," she said.
"We have a tendency to hug and
embrace each other. Also, we all
make bean dishes that differ in
the way it is cooked."
Next week, in hopes of giving
the University a taste of their
culture, LSU will be serving up
sangria y pan (punch and sweet
bread) in the Union Oval Oct. 6
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
LSU also has a variety of
new cultural events planned for
the month.
•
Every Saturday from Oct. 2
to 16 at 10 p.m., Club Tonic, in
Toledo, Ohio, will feature salsa
and mengue music. Additionally, Oct. 15 and 16 there will be
a Hispanic Congress at Seagate
Center in Toledo. This initiative
originated from collaborative
efforts between the University
and the Toledo HHM committee.
"This conference will address
various issues that Latino high
school students in Northwest
Ohio are facing," said Manny

LATINO
STUDENT UNION

Vadillo, associate director of the
Center for Multicultural Affairs
and Academic Initiatives. "It is
open to everyone and we hope
to create unity, make positive
changes, and develop leadership."
LSU
will
also
offer
salsa/mengue dance lessons,
starting Oct. 3 at 4 p.m., in the
Student Service Building. In
addition, starting Oct. 7, and
every Thursday there will be
lunch in Spanish in North Side
• See HISPANIC, page six.

By CRAIG GH-TORD
The BG News
Students looking for more
than just a college football
game to entertain them this
Saturday afternoon, need not
look further because Tent City
provides fans with food, music
and entertainment, in addition
to the game.
Tent City, which will be set
up for the Saturday game
against The University of Toledo, is going to be a series of
tents, located around the stadium, with the purpose of "creating a pregame atmosphere that
is positive, energetic and festive," said Mike Bartley, chairman of Tent City.
According to Bartley, there
will be 32 tents, sponsored by
various area corporations, such
as Wood County hospital.
Cobra Equipment and MidAm
Bank.
Some of the tents will provide food, such as barbecues

and buffets, while others will
provide entertainment, such as
kidzone, which is geared
toward the younger fan and
tents equipped with televisions
to watch other college football
games.
In addition to the tents,
there will also be a stage set up,
from which music will be
played.
A crowd of approximately
7,000 to 10,000, made up of
both Bowling Green fans and
Toledo fans, is expected to
attend what is supposed to be
like a giant tailgate party,
according to Bartley.
Tent City is designed to provide all fans with excitement
and something to do, whether
they are football fans or not.
"Football is more than just the
game, it is meant to be enjoyed
before and after, as well," Bartley said.
Tent City is going to be,
"huge, immense and massive,"
Bartley said.
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OPINION

Fashion attitudes out of whack
In the last two weeks, The
BG News has printed stories
about support groups for
women with eating disorders.
It's too bad that BG women
(and all women for that matter)
are struggling so much with
body image issues.
But then again, it's not all
that surprising.
I work for a retail clothing
store, so I see women calling
themselves fat or wishing they
were just a little taller or whatever nearly everyday.
From
what I've seen, there are very
few women who are truly
happy with their size and
shape. I think that's because
women are constantly comparing themselves to an unrealistic
ideal when they should be
learning to accept themselves
and be happy.
But it's not that simple.
Women in America arc flooded with images of what beautiful is supposed to look like from
television, magazines and
music videos. Our hair, our
make-up, our nails, our clothes
and our bodies are all held up
to the standards of glamorous
celebrities (who probably have
an entourage in charge of making them look good).
Just look at the fashion
industry.
Designers make
clothes to fit very tall and
unhealthily thin models. It's no
wonder why clothes don't look

"From what I've
seen, there are very
few women who are
truly happy with
their size and shape.
I think that's because
women are
constantly comparing
themselves to an
unrealistic ideal..."
the same in the ads as they do
on an average woman: The
average woman is not a model!
And what is up with the way
women's clothes are sized?
Who got to decide what a size
six was going to look like, and
when did that become the ideal
for women?
Seriously, men's clothes (at
least pants) are sized in inches.
This is a great idea because
men come in all shapes and
sizes, and measuring their

Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

width and length is easy way to equate. The diet industry is
accommodate men of all sizes.
always trying to lure women
Women's clothes, however, into some kind of get thin quick
are sized by odd or even num- scheme. In one of my eating
bers (depending on where you
shop). And if you're over a size disorder support group stories I
13 or 14 (equivalent to about a used the statistic that more
32 in mens), there are a lot of than $35 billion is spent annuplaces you can't shop. Aber- ally on dieting and diet prodcrombie, The Gap and Ameri- ucts (source: The Renfrew Cencan Eagle are just a few.
Wouldn't it make a lot more ter Foundation). That's a huge
sense to size women's clothes by amount of money. Yet as a
inches rather than arbitrary whole, Americans aren't really
numbers?
And wouldn't it getting any thinner. We're just
make a lot more sense from a letting the media make us feel
business standpoint?
guilty for not being supermodI mean, right now most
women's pants come in one els.
In my opinion, eating disorlength, as if we are all the same
height. Very few women actu- ders are just one of the side
ally match up with the stan- effects of the depiction of
dard length, so very few women unnaturally thin women in the
are actually satisfied customers. Couldn't a company media. Low self-esteem, body
sell a lot more jeans if they image issues, and a warped
actually paid attention to the sense of reality are some othdifferences among women.
ers. So I guess what I'm trying
There's a huge market of to say is that women need to be
people out there who don't fit in aware of all the forces that
standard sizes, and they need
shape the way we view our bodpants, too.
Women, wouldn't it be nice to ies, and we need to decide for
what
beautiful
just be able to walk in a store ourselves
and buy a pair of jeans without means.
having to try them on. Just
grab your waist and length size
Sarah Delaney is a columnist
and go.
But the fashion industry for The BG News. She can be
isn't the only big business out reached at delaney@bgnet.
there making women feel inad- bgsu.edu.

PEOPLE
on tmistrei
Question: What advice do you have for the falcon
ball team when they face UT Salurday7

, Mike Hunt
Senior
Pre-Law
oit for Coach
■rVard"

Chest Rockwell
Senior:
Biology
.'"Just keep using
the skinny post."

Jenny Eneix
Senior :
Special
Education
"Just don't lose."

Shooter
, McGavil
Senior!
Environ nu
jj Science
"The strength of
the wojf is the
pack, the strengtK*
of the pack is the j
wtflf." '

I Dan Smith
I Junior
Telecommunications
"Don't lose the
'ball in the lights.*;

-

Staff Editorial
Difference between
types of diabetes
In the future, please double
check the information that goes
into one of your articles. In the
article titled "ROTC walks for
diabetic girl" you stated that
"Without her shots, Angel could
go into shock or seizures from
low blood sugar." This statement is totally incorrect.
Without the insulin shots a
person with diabetes will go
into HYPERglycemic shock (or
high blood sugar) which can
result in a coma. However, too
much insulin will result in
HYPOglycemic shock (or low
blood sugar) which can result in
seizures and coma.
Living with diabetes has its
challenges however, the methods of treatment have come a
long way since the early 1900s,
and while it still is the 4th leading killer in the United States,
it is something that can be controlled and lived with.
Sarah Miles
Living with diabetes for
the past 16 years
smiles@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Rule of University:
Consume or die
Students at any institutional
learning facility are commercial
consumers.
Since students
spend the majority of the year
away from home, we have to
buy virtually everything we
use. Advertisers of businesses
know this, and they sure take
advantage of our status as
needy students. Where else
can you locate such an isolated

wish to be over-charged for?
That is only fair.
With a corporate deal, only
the University and the beverProof of their tactics is age corporation will benefit.
apparent in the incessant tele- Sure the University may argue,
phone soliciting (I wonder who "But we're building the new
state-of-the-art,
provides them with
our space-age,
names?), and the associates of super-giant student union just
various credit card companies for you!" Yet, who asked them
who conveniently hover outside to?
More importantly, who
of book stores, harassing any wants to be used and manipustudent who passes by. Like it lated in order to pay for it? It is
or not, students are valuable not as if the University will not
commodities.
find other methods in which to
The University knows this raise money. No doubt they
better than anyone. Right now will raise the prices of every
they are contemplating creat- service, such as room and
ing a deal with a giant beverage board, tuition and technology
corporation in order to fund fees, without improving them
new
and
destined-to-fail in the least. Or perhaps they
advents, such as the giant could admit more and more
new students each year with no
super-union.
regard for how little housing is
Therefore, it is in their best available.
interests as a shrewd (yet
The University repeatedly
laughably ineffective) business
to make a deal. This is bad and abuses our status as captive
consumers. They over-charge
here's why:
us for our education, they overWhile the argument of free- charge us for our housing, they
dom of choice is nowhere near over-charge us for our books,
as important as in the abortion they over-charge us for parking
debate, choice is still valid in passes and don't offer sufficient
this case. As students who live parking, and we are stuck buyon campus, we are shamelessly ing their over-priced and
dependent on the University to absolutely terrible "food." They
feed us. Our overly expensive make a good living off of us.
meal plans are supposed to last
So I close with these words to
the entire semester, and we
(wrongly) expect a wide variety the University: Leave the bevof decent food from which to erages alone. Give us lowly
choose. By making a crooked students this one, tiny morsel
deal with an uncaring corpora- of choice. Offer us this small
tion, the University will not hint of respect. Don't get your
stock the products of competi- greedy hands all over this
tors. Their favorite beverage aspect and taint it with your
corporation will have a monop- self-serving and incompetent
oly on campus. As a result, we regulation.
will be stuck buying their products, whether we like them or
Ryan Ellis
not. Why can we not choose
which over-priced items we
meUis@bgnet.bgsu.edu

group of potential consumers?
They want access to us. More
accurately, they want access to
our wallets.

Last Thursday, September 23, 1999, The BG News printed a story titled, "Investigation ends,
USG members held 'accountable.'"Earlier, on the 15th, The News broke the story about the incident involving Clint Gault, USG President, and Kevin Simmons, USG Chief of Staff.
Over that time, The News has taken some abuse for having reported what it did immediately following the initial events. Given that we obtained our information through an official police report
and confirmed this information with two BGSU police officers, we feel that the story we ran with
was justified and necessary.
The BG News is supposed to serve as the information-service for the entire University and Bowling Green community. When the President of the Undergraduate Student Government is involved in
an incident that requires police involvement, we believe that the members of our community have a
right to know what has happened. And given our role, it is our duty to report the facts of a case to
the best of our knowledge.
But our role is limited by the fact that in whatever way Mr. Gault and Mr. Simmons were held,
"accountable" is restricted information that even we cannot obtain.
The News is strongly opposed to any policy which keeps what might be pertinent information
about the USG President (the main representative of the students to the administration) from the
students at Bowling Green State University.
We do not regret running either of the stories we have run since we followed News policy and
obtained our information through valid sources. We do regret that federal law - The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act - prevents us from fully serving the student body and community by
reporting on the actions and consequences of those actions by those individuals we have elected to
represent us.

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In
response to a current issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send It on e-mail to taylob3bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.

Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com.

Decisions made by the Editor-urChief and the Editorial Board are
final.

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
Ths. BG News Is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is
published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
1999 BG News staff.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@Ustproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Carolyn Steckel
Branch Barhite
Assistant Managing Editor
Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
Graphics Editor
Photo Editor
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How to Succeed at Not Trying Without Really Trying

Unbeknownst to you, the reader, I
was supposed to have a column in this
paper. Now you are probably thinking
to yourself: "Why haven't 1 seen it?," or
"What happened to it?," or "Who
cares?" Well, the answer is simple, and
I will give it to you in a long, drawn-out
narrative that doesn't really go anywhere:
Last spring I responded to an advertisement in this very paper asking for
staff members for the next semester. I
filled out an application to be a "humor
columnist." The editor-in-chief set up
an interview with me, and told me
three things:
-I got the position.
-I need to give them some work
before they print their first issue.
-I'm not going to be paid for the work
I do.
So I went home and got right to
work, that is. my real job; the one for
which I get paid. Since half of our staff
quit at my place of employment, I was
(and have since been) working twice as
long as my part-time position demanded. "No problem," I said, "I'll still find
time to write a humorous humor column."
And I did. I handed my first masterpiece (ahem) to the Page Three editor
at
the
Pre-First-Day-of-School
Reporter's Meeting, and she said that
my column was fine: adequate length,
funny enough, and not too many refer• ences to obscene bodily functions or
George Washington. She told me to
expect to see it in the Saturday Freshman Issue, and that all my future work
was guaran.eed a spot in Friday's

The Death of a Dream
But then, they stopped printing
them. I gave them a brilliant commentary on the origin of BG's uniquely-flavored drinking water (I said it came
from a reservoir of dinosaur urine).
Maybe that was a little risque, but I
figured it wouldn't be too much for a
paper that, last year, printed a column
about masturbation on the day the
high school kids came for a visit.
The next column was about Labor
Day; they didn't print it either. Maybe
Labor Day is too serious a holiday for
me to be joking about it. At this point. I
started to wonder what I was doing
wrong. My career was over just when it
was starting. There must have been
something major that I was missing,
because the staff never even told me
when my columns were being rejected.
I decided to take a few weeks off to
think about it. ad research wh.it made
the other columnists'work so desirable.
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7 Fort-ess
8 Fuel cartel
9 Compass
direction
10 Turneo-down
corner
11 Idyll c gardens
12 Strong suit
13 Shock or lock
18 Two-linger sign
2? More meager
24 Blow-up letters
25 Fit lor evaluation
27 Listen to
28 Macnu Picchu
locale
30 Barely passing
grades
31 Enlarged
33 Millennia
34 Box seat
3b Intractable
36 Ba-d's nver
37 Spasm of
distress
44 Single handed
45 Caustic soljt on

CROSS,

word

LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG

PLACES?
GET SOME HELP

FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com

46
48
49
50
52

Most Sick
Freeze
Scandinavian
Foreign
Fictional
swordsman
53 Lennons widow

55 Conlab
56 Secretarial
mistake
58 Against
59 Army meal
62 : ayer
63 Falsehood

[(As if that makes any sense whatsoever.)
Courts.

7 p.m.
Volleyball hosts Ball State
The Falcons host Ball State
in the official home opener
Anderson Arena.

events

Noon
Exploding into the New Millennium Latino Style
Kickoff for Hispanic Heritage
Month. Speakers include Louis
Escober and Robert Torres, as
well as the music of Afro-Rican
Ensemble. Olscamp Hall
Noon - 2:15 p.m.
Cheap Skate
All Admissions
Arena.

1 '

Weekends are the coolest ends.

Friday, Oct. 1

Etymology: Middle French or
Late Latin; Middle French
apologie. from Late Latin
apologia, from Greek, from
ano- + logos speech — more at
LEGEND

y

KY

48

apology

Inflected Form(s): plural -

PA

V. -\

47

Moray
A Gabor
Actor Brynner
Author ol "Such
Darling Dodos"
'Peer Gym"
playwright
Looking up and
down
Leaving nothing
out
Atlantic islands
Grouping
Highland hat
Great Lake
Slum on a wel
road
Takes advantage
of
Mimic
Clumps ot tlutt

UPCOMING

Function: noun

■I

39 Also

Pronounced: &-'pa-l&-jE

Toledo 42,64_l I

Mansfield

17 Charms
19 "Pretty Woman"
cc-sta'
20 Ben
"
?1 Performances
23 Go to
26 Palliates
27 Venture a Ihough!
29 Ventriloquist
Bergen
32 Hit books
35 Get handed a
bum
38 I ime period

46

'

•

16 Smell

40
41
4?
43

'

'

ACROSS
1 Grow less
6 Flat-bottomed
boat
10 SKIIIIU
14 Force back
1 b Help with the
Dishes

WORD

of the day

AccuWeather* lorecast lor daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
MICH

The Conclusion: It's Almost Over
So there you have it: I finally got it
right. If you are reading this, then I've
managed to find the formula necessary
for writing a column worthy of the
paper. From now on, all my work will
center on me, my philosophy on life, or
something that happened to me,
regardless of how trivial any story or
belief may be. So now you don't have to
read the horoscopes on Friday. (Sorry,
all you astrology-lovers; I. too, will miss
such insightful, non-obvious statements as: "Today is a good day to think
about money" and "Your significant
other may be trying to tell you something; listen up." I needed those on
Fridays so badly, too . Ilnstead, you can
read my improved, now-truly-adequate, journalistically sound, philosophy-altering column, right?
Sure, what the hell.

A Sacrifice for His Cause
I took a bold step; I read through column after column until my eyes were
sore, carefully noting what made them
so great. Two weeks of meticulous
observation led to this; I now have the
formula for creating a publishable col-

Friday, Oct. 1

V-,

umn:
-Headings: at least three. This is
apparently the favored style of editorial journalism today (it makes your column easy to break down in case the
audience wants to take notes).
-Statements of Personal Philosophy:
the column should center around at
least one (more if you can cram them
in), or...
-Pointless Anecdotes that Aren't
Really All That Funny: two or three of
these, if you choose not to preach. Also,
never mention a friend by name, but
assume that the audience already
knows him/her.
-Admissions that You Are Not Perfect: four.
-Requests that the Audience Adopt
Your Behavior and/or Personal Philosophy Anyway: nine or ten; a column
can't be too long or it gets boring.
-Actually Jokes: 0.78. Trust me. 1
checked my math.
Also, a column needs a clever ending
line. It must be something memorable
that sums up the author's point and
makes you think you're sharing a little
joke with him/her. Something like:
"And that's not a bad thing." or "Next
time I'll watch my friend more closely
to see where he's about to throw up."

paper.
The Freshman Issue came. It wasn't
there.
But that wasn't a problem; the column did appear in the paper on the
First Day of School. You probably
remember it; I called it "Welcome to
Tcnpin Greens." It was a comical pseudo-history about our very own BGSU.
I'll bet your stomach muscles are still
sore from all the laughing. You and
your friends probably still recite jokes
from it to this day ("Pic-eating contest!
That's pure genius!" "'Lacrosse1' Where
does he 'nmc up with this stuff.'"). And
thus all v.as right with the world; an
editing disappointment was justified
by the fact that more people than I
expected would be able to read my column. Everything worked out fine, and
I happily went back to work on future
columns.

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

$2.50.

Ice-

4 p.m.
Men's
Tennis
hosts
BGSU/Kecfe Invitational
The Falcons host a weekend
tournament. Other schools
scheduled
to
participate
include Dayton, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Michigan, Ferris
State. Wright State. Xavier
and Youngstown State. Keefe

8 p.m.
Guest
Artists:
Michael
(iould and Iwasaki Chieko
The program will feature traditional and modern works for
the shakuhachi, an end-blown
Japanese flute and the koto.
the traditional 13-stringed
•Japanese harp. The concert is
free and open to the public
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center.
8 p.m.
The Magical Millennium
Tour
A show for all ages. $1 donation
suggested. Planetarium.
8- 10 p.m.
Public Skating
Ice Arena.
8 p.m. and 11 p.m.

TBA
Women's Golf at Penn State
Fall Invitational
University Park, Pennsylvania.

Saturday, Oct. 2
Noon
Softball hosts Toledo
BGSU Softball Field.
3:30 p.m.
Volleyball hosts Miami
Anderson Arena.
9 p.m.
Tibet Awareness concert, by
Stunts for a Free Tibet.
Area by Saddlemire Steps.
3 p.m.
The son of the Sheik
This 1926 silent film stars
Rudolph Valentino in a combination of lighthearted grace,
wit and high style. Free and
open to the public. Gish Film
Theater.
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mm WORLD NEWS
Militia attacks may put East Timor at risk
The Associated Press
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — Pro-Indonesia militias may be
planning guerrilla raids on the Australian-led international
peacekeepers in devastated East Timor, American officials said
Wednesday.
Defense Secretary William Cohen said he would raise the matter Thursday in meetings with Indonesian military and government officials and stress that there must be no Indonesian army
involvement — or even tacit support — for violence against the
peacekeepers.
Speaking Wednesday at the Royal Australian Air Force headquarters in Darwin, where he met with officials from Australia
and New Zealand and greeted several dozen troops, Cohen said
there was reason for concern about cross-border militia attacks.
"That's one of the apprehensions we have," Cohen said.
He is scheduled to meet with Gen. Wiranto, the Indonesian military chief, as well as President B.J. Habibie and Megawati
Sukarnoputri, the daughter of Indonesia's founder.

Eye on the Nation
Small talk

Pizza Hut buys right to put logo on rocket
The Associated Press
DALLAS — In an effort to send sales into a new orbit, Pizza
Hut Inc. plans to put its new logo on a Russian rocket, carrying
a piece of the International Space Station.
The 30-foot ad will be slapped on a 200-foot Proton rocket,
scheduled for a mid-November launch from Russia's space city,
Baikonur, Kazakhstan. The rocket will be carrying the space station's living quarters.
Pizza Hut chief executive officer Mike Rawlings said today the
pizza chain is paying about half the price of a 30-sccond television ad during the Super Bowl — currently up to $2.5 million —
for rights to put the ad on the rocket. He wouldn't be more precise.
Company officials plan to use the Proton launch as the centerpiece of a major space-oriented ad campaign, including commercials featuring the blastoff and in-store promotions.
Rawlings said Pizza Hut marketers first considered trying to
put the updated logo — the company's name beneath a red roof
— on the moon with lasers.

Korean villagers recall death, terror
The Associated Press
NO GUN RI, South Korea — Some tell the story haltingly, others in a rush of words, a few in tears — a tale of terror and death
in the early days of the Korean War.
They are old now, some in failing health. But the former Korean refugees still offer vivid descriptions of what happened here
in late July 1950, of being strafed by U.S. planes and then fired
on by U.S. soldiers.
Chung Koo-shik, then 16, told The Associated Press that "the
planes came, raining down bombs and big bullets. The planes
shrieked past repeatedly. People ran for the shrubs and trees. A
lot of people died.
"Something hot dropped on my back. It was the severed head
of a baby."
Lee Yoo-ja, then a 26-year-old housewife, says "dirt and gravel rained down. Oxcarts were burning ... Dead bodies and cows
were everywhere, spewing blood."

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

New AIDS drug prevents spread of virus

Associated Press Photo
German writer Guenter Grass talks to his dog Kara In front of
his house in Behlendorf, near Hamburg, on Thursday, after
learning that he had won this year's Nobel Prize in literature.

The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — A medicine that blocks the AIDS virus
from getting inside cells is showing promise among patients who
fail to respond to standard AIDS drugs.
"It looks quite good," said Dr. Michael Saag of the University
of Alabama. "We are looking at something with a totally different
method of action. It is an important, potent new option."
The medicine, code-named T-20, is still in early-stage testing,
but researchers said it could offer a reprieve for those who have
run out of options.
The drug is the furthest along of a new class of AIDS medicines called fusion inhibitors. They work by thwarting the virus's
ability to fuse with blood cells and insert their genetic material
into them.
However, the treatment has one large drawback compared
with other AIDS drugs: Instead of being a pill, it must be injected twice daily. Nevertheless, Saag said patients in advanced
stages of AIDS are willing to give themselves shots, and they
seem to tolerate the drug well.

Strong earthquake shakes up Mexico, minor damage reported
The Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — A strong
earthquake rocked southern
Mexico on Thursday, causing
buildings to sway in the capital
for several minutes. At least one
person was reported killed and
an unknown number injured in
the southern stale of Oaxaca.
The U.S. Geological Survey in

4

Golden, Colo, said the magnitude was 7.5 and was centered
275 miles southeast of Mexico
City.
The quake was 35 miles northnorthwest of Puerto Angel, a
Pacific coast city in Oaxaca. The
state capital, Oaxaca City, is a
popular tourist destination. The

state also has many remote rural
areas.
The quake hit at about 11:30
a.m. (12:30 p.m. EDT).
Gonzalo Carrera, the editor of
the newspaper El Impartial in
Oaxaca City said many old
homes had collapsed there and
there were injuries. The govern-

Falcon Football
and Pepsi
A Winning Combination

Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers of Ohio, Inc.
3245 HiU Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43607
(419) 535-8701

Alpha Gatotod t>e(*a

BARN BASH 99

Jackie Kreim - Peter Titas
Lindsey Geib - Mike Czarnecki
! Kristy Josson - Grinch
Minoli Perera - Jeremy Burch
Courtney Lockwood - Tom
Cahill
Heather Smart - John Parke
Lora Long - Mike Dickens
Sarah Maxton - George Tunea
Courtney Limbert - John Parke
Kathleen Mumma - Jesse
Dobbelaere
Angie Jarrett - Steve Dumke
Alison Ulrich - Shaggy
Maggie Stoll - Chris Spargur
Meghan McLaughlin - Mike
Meyers
, Beth Koscho - Jeff Timmons
, Megan Young • Drew Lachey
', Colleen Speno - Nick Lachey

Julie Neidert - John Parke
Kelly Grubola - Stylz
Heather McLaren - Will
Natalie Flfcklnger - Doug Brock Beaver
Sarah Gasbarre - Austin Powers Erin Jirousek • John Parke
Dee-Dee Panyasiri - Garmen
Kelly McNair - Barn-Bam
Kan Fazenbaker - Lil Yender
Jessie Meyer - Mini Me
Karin Lockwood - Tim "Hot Bod" Jill Stitsinger - Spazz
Toddy
Sara Stimson - Tweed
www.SarahOulck.com - Mike
Manning
DiPaolo
Susan Reed - Jim Beam
Kim Krouser - Mystery Man
Undsey Lucas - Ricky Martin
Traci Spears - Pimp Daddy
T.T. Gold - Jack Daniels
Allison Barry • Jack Dumbaugh
Thera Bailey - Eric Smart
Kristy Volkman - Alan Clark
Nancy Dussel - Tim Dussel
Michelle Scott - Scooby-Doo
Andrew Sammut - Thelma
KJatie Taytof - John Oannei
Angle Tajblik - Ben Dover
Laura Llnek - Gary Hanawali
Erin Durnbaugh - Ren Slimpy
Nicole Gutman - Dale Wilson
Rachel Fulkerson - Harry Buff t
Beth Farmer - Kurt Weaver
Angela Cloran • Brandon
Opichka

OCTOBER 2

JUST ANOTHER DAY, PLAYIN IN THE HAY!

/,

ATA
^^mm

ment news agency Nolimex said
one woman died when a marquee fell on her while she was
walking under it.
In Mexico City, Hundreds of
people gathered along Reforma
Avenue and other major thoroughfares in the capital, staring
at skyscrapers that were visibly

moving. Shattered glass was
seen falling from some buildings.
"Usually they feel like
gelatin," said Abel Cueller, an
engineer who was on the 10th
floor of an office building during
the quake. "This one was more of
a shaker"
The quake was felt as far

south as Chiapas state, 500 miles
southeast of Mexico City. It
bounced some cars onto sidewalks along Mexico City roads.
In the moments after the
quake struck, television news
helicopters flew over the city.
They did not immediately report
any major damage.
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Editor-in-Chief
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CAMPUS

Fair offers studying, learning advice
By ERIN BERGER
The BG News
Hope could be in sight for
students having trouble studying, learning or succeeding in
their courses with the inception
of the 1999 Learning Fair.
"In the interest of helping
students do the very best in
their courses and helping them
to learn, we decided to offer the
first and, we hope, annual
Learning Fair," said Joyce
Blinn, director of the study
skills lab.
The fair will be held on
Thursday, Oct. 7 from 10:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the third
floor of the Union. It is being
put on by the Study Skills Lab,
Writers Lab, Math Lab and
Academic Enhancement.
Throughout the day, there
will be 12, 50-minute mini
workshops to help students in a
variety of areas.
A number of different people
will head the workshops,
including professors, administrators and stu'ly lab employees.
Dianne Abbott, math lab
director, will do a workshop
called "Winning at Math," that

will tell students how to be successful in math courses. She
will explain the differences
between high school and college
math courses and also explain
how math, and the approach
students take to studying
math, is different than other
subjects.
The range of topics was chosen based on comments from
students as to what topics
would be helpful to them, Blinn
said.
Abbott said she thinks the
Learning Fair is a "super" idea.
"Other schools have done it,"

she said. "It really helps with
student awareness." She said
students may come to college
not understanding that there is
a big difference between some
high school and college courses.
She hopes her program will
help students become aware of
these differences and learn how
to adjust.
Blinn said the long-term
goals of the fair are to help
raise student grades, reduce
"bad" stress and teach students
how to use their time more efficiently.
As for short term goals.

Blinn said she would be happy
for students to learn just one
thing.
"Even if they pick up one
thing from it, maybe that was
what they needed to do the very
best they can in their courses."
Blinn said she is excited
about the fair and anxious to
get student feedback after the
fair.
"It's an excellent opportunity, not only for new students,
but also for those who have
been here," Abbott said. "They
can learn even more."
Other workshops planned

Doing anything this weekend?

include:
•Improving Your Memory,
with Craig Vickio, department
of psychology.
•How to Succeed in Chemistry and Physics, with Robert
Midden or Deanna Snavely,
department of chemistry.
•Handling Study and Test
Anxiety, with Claudia Clark,
counseling center.
•Taking Essay Exams, with
Barbara Toth, writers lab.
•Time Management, with
Jack Taylor, coordinator undergraduate advising initiatives,
provost/VPAA.

Who won?

M be.,As foe what In particular, check out the NOW section Ttirusdays and the Enle'rtalment page, Mondays and Fridays, in The BG News.

The Falcons Or the bad guys? Find out, in the Sports section. Mond
The BG News.
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PIZZA

h Friday, in

Presents

Noises
Off

by Michael Frayn

rtPAJOBte

October 6-9
at 8:00 p.m.
and
October 10
at 2:00 p.m.

HEATH

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

In the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre in University Hall.
Tickets are $7 for adults
$5 for senior citizens

To Reserve Tickets, call the Box Office

a, 372-2719

Bowling Green & B.G.S.U
826 S. Main St.
(Next to Big Lots)

_ 353-1272

We Accept Visa & Mastercard

&t

hi

4-1

n
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OPEN
Mon. 11 a.m.- 1:30 a.m.
Tues. 11 a.m.- 1:30 a.m.

GlassCitv Net

W-Sat. 11 a.m.-3:00 a.m.
Sun.
11 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

TO SIGN UP, CALL TOLL FREE

1-888-452-7763

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

What a Meal Deal Tailgate Special
One Large One Topping
Pizza, One Order of
Breadsticksjia Two-trter of

Two Large, Two Topping
Pizzas, One Order of
BreadsticksJLalwG-Liter

Party Pack

Sign up and get
A FREE MONTH

Four Large One Topping
Pizzas
■
•
■
■
•
■

True 64K V90 speeds
160 hours of access per month
Technical support 7 days a week
Over 35,000 newsgroups
No special software required
5.0 MB personal web space

No speed limitations
E-mail address
No setup fees
Web-TV compatibility
55% off your AOL bill

At a monthly fee of $9.95, you get one of America's
largest and fastest Internet Service Providers.

Expect More.
AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Expires 130 days. Not valid with any otier oiler VaM only at
parsopating locations Custom* pays al applicable sale, lax
Addrbonal toppings extra

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Expires in 30 days. Not vahd with any other o»m. Vakd only at
pamapatmo location.. Customer pays al applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Expires in 30 days. Not valid wrtn any other otter. Vakd only at
parricipasng locations. Customer pays al appscatxe sales tax.
Additional loppings extra.

r

Get More.

Get the net result with ClassCity.Net
WWW.GLASSCITY.NET

\
-------
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tlo.
"I've been very lucky," he
said. "Or, I don't know if I'm
very fortunate or just calculating," he laughed, "but I have
had a lot of extraordinary
opportunities in extraordinary
settings."
His life is far from easy, however.
Death
threats, for
. instance, are a part of the life of
an
investigative
reporter.
Pohlman said. "I deal with people carrying guns all the time.
You have to acknowledge it's
going to be threatening-it's part
of the job."
While Pohlman has never
. been seriously injured, he has
I had more than a few close calls.
He had only been away from
Bowling Green for three years,
for instance, before he was sent
to Saudi Arabia during the Gulf
War. Shortly after he arrived.

lie was forced to put on his gas
mask and retreat to the basement of a nearby building
where he, along vith other
reporters, huddled in fear
believing they were under
attack. When nothing happened after several minutes,
Pohlman stood up and said,
"I'm going out to find out what's
going on." Despite protests
from others, he did exactly
that. "There were plenty of people to talk to, just standing
around."
Many of Pohlman's stories
have exposed flaws and corrupt
practices that have inspired
changes in the law. A recent
investigation involved the U.S.
Embassy's involvement in a
"baby ring" within a group of
Guatemalan coffee workers.
Some of the babies were coerced from rehirtant mothers,
or stolen, and Pohlman's story
caused the Embassy to change

their policies regarding overseas adoption.
For the future, Pohlman is
considering attempting documentaries for the Learning
Channel or, perhaps, going to
law school. "In some ways, the
media is becoming too dominated by corporations." he said.
"I'd like to fight for the 1st
Amendment, and try to keep
the press free in America."
Pohlman said that it was his
experience in BGSU that nurtured him for his life as a journalist. "Your experience should
begin while you're still in college." he said. "Get contacts
and experience out in the
world. Don't get discouraged.
Always think about other people. And whatever it is that you
do, you can make a difference."

in the Harshman Quad Galley
from 9 p.m. until midnight.
"Dia de Los Muertos is a time
to get together as a family, showsupport, and to remember our
love ones that had passed away,"
Celestino-Boes said. "It's a celebration of their spirit."
Traditions in this celebration
are cooking the decent favorite
meal and going to the cemeten
to eat with them.
"This is not morbid, but
sacred," she said.
One ol LSU's largest events
will be the third annual
Latinopalooza Oct. 23. It will be
in Anderson Arena from 4 p.m.
lo midnight and features a children corner, which is new this
year.
"This is an e\ enl which is
open lo the community and
brings together the BG family
and the community," CelestinoBoes said. "It is a cultural funtivity in that every activity

planned thai day is going to be
fun."
Additionally, there will be
seminars that evaluate Latinos
issues in entertainment, in higher education and education in
general.
Vadillo said everyone should
try to attend LSU cvenls.
"Hispanics will soon be the
majority ol the minority," he
said. "We should become more
involved and learn about each
other. It is important to be
knowledgeable ol each other culture."
Vadillo added that common
misconception about Hispanics
is that they don't speak English.
"Most Hispanics are bilingual
and biailliir.il and were born in
the US.' he said. "We have more
similarities than differences."

HISPANIC
Continued from page one.

of Founders Cafeteria between
noon and 1 p.m.
"Several faculty members
and students expressed interest in having a time to learn
and practice their Spanish,"
Celestino-Boes said. "We hope
to continue this throughout the
year."
Celestino-Boes sjid learning
Spanish is beneficial in the professional world and can improve
cue's relationship with others by

them being able to communicate
with them.

Additionally, there will be a
Dia do Los Metros (Day ol the
Dead) presentation by Rolando
Andrade, an associate ethnic
studies professor, Oct. 2<> in the
Town Room on the third floor ol
the Union, from 1:30 p.m. to 3 M
p.m. There will also be a Dia de
Los Metros Baile (dance) Oct. 30

Students asked to move cars this weekend
The BG News
The Parking and Traffic
Division of the University is
seeking the cooperation of students who park in the Lot 6
Overflow area for this weekend's football game.
According
to
Stacie
Enriquez, Manager of Parking
and Traffic, is asking students
to move their cars Friday after

5 p.m. to any other parking
space in the center of campus to
compensate for the number of
visitor cars for the BG/UT football game who will park in that
area.
Students are allowed to park
in any of the areas located in
the inner part of the campus.
This includes commuter lots,
metered lots, staff lots and
sorority/fraternity row. Howev-

er. parking is prohibited in the
following
areas:
reserved
spaces, handicap spaces (without appropriate permit), fire
lanes or the grass.
Students may keep their
cars in the specified areas until
Sunday night, when Parking
and Traffic is asking they
return their cars to the Lot 6
Overflow area, Enrique/, said.

oppci i<<ippo ooffc! • Kappa Kappa uai"i"a

Kappa Kappa Gamma fall
1999 New Member Class
Ktfllu filter)
Jamie Brown
Courlneg Sudzick
TJixlivuCelabrk'se
>"o»e
Liixl*ug Cteplu
Caitlm Cooper
Shannon Cortesii
Mikki uviflhion
tOinshu e>uileu
Brandy Sbrtghi

Jt«*ica Foivmon
Touonna ciarman
Mi^hann vjault
Mhs,ui tlare
leawea Kerlin
Lauriseu Koon
Two Kunkel
Jennifer Uehmann
Meghan Mc-vVy
Brooke perez-tlusion

JOHN NEWLOVE
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722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
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516 S. MAIN -2 BR duplex.
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Je««K.*a Rumpf
Rachel Sharp
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■^ere Stilling*
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Gene identified for mental retardation disorder
By MALCOLM HITTER
The Associated Press

of the professional advisory
board of the International Rett
Syndrome Association.
NEW YORK — Scientists
The search for the gene has
have identified a faulty gene been hampered because Rett
that causes Rett syndrome, one only rarely runs in families.
of the most common causes of The vast majority of the time, it
mental retardation in females.
strikes just once, apparently
The discovery should help because of a one-time genetic
doctors better diagnose the dis- mutation in an egg or sperm.
ease, which can be confused
The discovery of the gene
with other conditions, and find that becomes mutated was
out what goes wrong in the reported in the October issue of
brain. That might lead to a the journal Nature Genetics by
treatment.
Dr. Huda Zoghbi of the Baylor
Rett
syndrome
almost College of Medicine in Houston
invariably strikes girls. They and the Howard Hughes Meddevelop normally until age 6 ical Institute, Dr. Uta Francke
months to 18 months, then of Stanford University ar. 1 the
gradually lose the ability to Hughes institute, and others.
speak, walk and control their
Scientists do not know yet
hands. They withdraw from whether it is the only gene that
contact with other people and causes the disorder. But it probdevelop repetitive hand-wring- ably is at least the main gene,
ing and seizures. No cure is said Eric Hoffman of Children's
known.
National Medical Center in
The syndrome probably Washington.
affects 8,000 to 10,000 girls and
Dr. Duane Alexander, direcwomen in the United States, tor of the National Institute of
said Dr. Alan Percy, chairman Child Health and Human

Jewish groups resent Baptism evangelism
By RICHARD N. OSTLING
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — In an escalating debate over how far a
denomination can go in pursuing new members, a Baptist
leader's insistence on the right
to seek Jewish converts was
denounced as "theological arrogance" by the director of the
Anti-Defamation League
In a second letter to the head
of the Southern Baptist Convention. ADI. Director Abraham Foxman said "we were
offended by your attempt to
taint our High Holidays with
prayer urging our community
to convert. It was an act of theological arrogance that was followed by your arrogant
response."
"Any prayer that invites us
to abandon our faith is an
attack on our integrity and
commitment." Foxman wrote.
Like
most
Evangelical
Protestants, the Southern Baplists believe in presenting the
Christian message to all peoples. But Jewish groups partic-

ularly resent the Baptists'
increased emphasis on reaching Jews during the past two
years.
The latest controversy began
when the convention's foreign
mission board asked members
to pray for the conversion of
Jews during this month's High
Holy Days.
Foxman issued a public
protest and sent a letter to the
Rev. Paige Patterson, president
of the convention.
Patterson, the president of
the Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in Wake Forest. X ('., responded with a letter Sept 15 that insisted on
"absolute religious liberty" for
both Jews and Baptists
"We are standing in an open
marketplace of religious ideas
where it is perfectly permissible for all people to share their
most cherished ideas as long as
thev do not coerce anyone else
to a position." Patterson wrote.
On Tuesday. Foxman replied
to Patterson's letter and issued
a public statement expressing
dismay.
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i-^Northwest Ohio
Your full service travel agency
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• Spring Break

414 E. WoosterSt.
Bwollng Green, Ohio 43402
419-352-5276
800-328-4123
419-353 4007 fax

Development, which helped pay
for the work, called the discovery "a definite turning point,
which we hope will soon lead to
better diagnosis and, ultimately, treatment for this disorder."
The gene, called MECP2, lies
on the X chromosome. Males
have only one copy of that chromosome per cell, r.nd if it carries a defective MECP2 gene,
they die before birth or shortly
after. Girls have two X chromosomes, one inherited from each
parent.
Zoghbi's study found mutations in MECP2 in five of 21
Rett patients, as well as in two
affected
half-sisters.
The
remaining patients may have
mutations in parts of the gene
that have not been examined
yet, she said.
Zoghbi said she sees no reason to screen all newborn girls
for the genetic defect until an
effective treatment is developed.

• Home for the
Holidays
• Air. Rail & Cruise

www.aaanwohio.com

Foxman told Patterson that
he had "expressed no remorse
for the prayer appeal and contemptuously invited us to
return the gesture and pray for
them. Well, we say 'no thanks.'
We will not engage in this kind
of base spiritual narrowness."
Patterson added to the controversy by speaking last week
at a conference on Jewish evangelism in New York, sponsored
by Chosen People Ministries of
Charlotte, N.C., and attended
by hundreds of conservative
Protestants.
"I know that our Jewish
friends do not appreciate the
effort at evangelization any
more than I appreciate the two
Mormon missionaries who
knock on the Baptist door," Patterson told the meeting, according to the denominational press
service. "But if we have freedom of religion then it presupposes a free marketplace of
ideas "

Transmission Service
Foreign & Domestic
Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates -24 HOUR TOWING - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2!
-2526
13040

TAKE A CARLOAD. HIT THE ROAD. BE SURE TO CALL'SHOTGUN'.'
Grab your friends, and get to Cedar Point before
the season ends and the school year begins.

For groups of 15 or more, your price is just $20 a ticket. That's a savings of $6.95 per ticket.
Plus, you'll get one free ticket per group.
• Bonus Weekends - Sept. 12, 18, & 19.
Park hours are Noon - 8PM.
• HalloWeekends - Sept. 24-26, Oct. 1-3. Oct. 8-10.
Park hours are 6PM - Midnight Friday, Noon - Midnight Saturday, Noon - 8PM Sunday
Sandusky, Ohio

*************

828 SEVENTH - 2 BR
Unfurnished
$400/month for 1 Person.
$435/month for 2 People.
Tenants pay utilities.

*************
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

*************

*************
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE

354-2260
319 E. Wooster, BG.
Across street from Taco Bell
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NOW
'Double jeopardy'
is full of suspense

'Our Dumb Century* offers
offensive enlightment

By LIZ PECEK
The BG News

JJV1ICHAEL
BESTUL
The BG News

Have you ever been wrongfully accused of doing something
bad... something really bad?
Ashley Judd's character in the
movie Double Jeopardy has this
happen to her. But she doesn't
take it lightly. She gets revenge.
Convicted of killing her husband, Libby Parsons (Ashley
Judd) sets out to prove to the
world that she is not guilty.
However, she is unsuccessful
and goes to prison. This causes
her to lose the thing that she
loves the most—her young son Ashley Judd and Tommy Lee Jones get wet and wild.
house for a 3-year parole term. when they have undergone such
Matty.
Libby's "best friend" Angie Travis Lehman (Tommy Lee circumstances.
Overall, I really enjoyed this
(Annabeth Gish) adopts the boy Jones) becomes her unrelenting
and mysteriously loses contact. parole officer. She gives him a movie. It will make you smile
After searching for a month, hard time and makes him face and it will make you cry (well it
Libby learns that her best friend up to his own feelings that he might just make you really sad).
moved to San Francisco. Upon has been trying to hide. But it's a great movie, definitely
calling the residence, Libby Throughout this time, Libby one of the best I have seen in a
finds out that her husband Nick continues to fight to get back her long time.
(Bruce Greenwood) is living son and to make her husband
with Angie and Matty. It turns pay for what he did wrong.
The movie has a few susout that he staged his own mur'Double Jeopardy'
der and obtained a new identity. penseful twists and turns, not to
Angry and confused, Libby mention superb acting. In parStaring
: Ashley Judd
turns to her prison friends for ticular, Ashley Judd did a great
Tommy Lee Jones and
job.
Her
character
was
very
help. One of them suggests
Bruce Greenwood
waiting out her term and killing strong yet very vulnerable, and
she
played
the
role
perfectly.
Nick when she gets out, because
BG News says A film full o
Also, Tommy Lee Jones has a
according to the Fifth Amendtwist and turns that leave
ment, one cannot be tried twice very strong presence in the
you guessing.
for the same crime (hence the movie. I particularly liked the
movie title Double Jeopardy). fact that the girl outsmarted the
Knowing this gives Libby the guy in this movie.
1 *tar: don't evwi rani
No matter where the girl
strength to fight. She gives it
2 dart: wait lor video
3 star*; catch It in motets
her all to try to get out of prison. went, the guy never caught her.
4 alara: drop the paper and i
After six years, she leaves Women are usually vulnerable
prison and is sent to a halfway to men in suspenseful movies

*••

Nation's Educators Alarmed
By Poorly Written Teen Suicide
Notes"
Welcome to the front pane of
The Onion, a weekly parody
newspaper head-quartered in
Madison, Wisconsin.
Taking the acerbic wit that
has made The Onion
the
world's top humor publication,
editor-in-chief Scott Dikkers
and the staff have created the
most humorous and irreverent
book since Ambrose Bierce's
"The Devil's Dictionary."
"Our Dumb Century" is a
compilation of 100 years of fabricated front pages from The
Onion, starting at January 1,
1900, to a special January 1,
2000, newspaper. The introduction is from the, crm, lovable T. Herman Zweibel, the
132-year-old publisher.
Using scathing satire in
combination with an uncanny
insight into history, the writers
create headlines and articles
that make most college history
texts appear naive. Wellversed in humor, history and
politics, this hook has longevity. Rather than reading it once
and then never again for the
next year, the reader keeps

coming back to "Our Dumb
Century" for more and more
offensive enlightenment.
The first thing that grabs
your attention is the headlines.
From 1924's "Lenin Dead From
Massive 'Stroke of the People';
Glorious Lack of Oxygen Distributed Equally Through
Brain" to 1998's "Drugs Win
Photo provided
Drug War," the headlines on
each page cause a chemical Everyone's favorite parody
reaction in the brain resulting newspaper makes history.
in hemorraging and laughter.
But newspapers are not only true, and therefore very offenheadlines. There must be the sive. The Onion applies what it
"equal-opportunity
accompanying stories. The calls
offending," meaning that no
articles that appear under
matter what your age, genthese headlines are exercises
in tongue-in-cheek humor. The der, ethnicity or religion is, its
most disturbing (yet oddly shortcomings will be lambasthumorous) i.s probably the arti- ed. But if you can't take a
cle explaining the fun inherent pointed joke, I beg of you to
in collecting low-birth-weight become an illiterate.
infants.
Also contributing to the
book's cynical charm is the
visual layouts. The newspaper
styles change along with the
times, creating authentic-looking and believable front pages.
In the later years, the altered
photos and info graphics take
pot shots at current events
(such as the "Mail-Related
Killing This Week" pie chart).
If there is a problem with
"Our Dumb Century," it is in
Scott Dikkers. et. al.
the possible misinterpreting
164 pages, Three Rivers
readers. Make no mistake, this
Press S15 00
book is offensive. It is very
Join your friends al (he Art Museum on Friday
nights for a qood (ime. fun (Ime. niqhl (hue
experience. Open every Friday niqhl from 6 - K r.*
with live musk-, cash bar. free (ours, (healre and
much morel Admission and parKinq are FREE!

Billboard TOP five Albums:

CMJ TOP Five Albums:
1
2
3
4
6

Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.

GUIDED BY VOICES "Do The Collapse"
MACHA 'See It Another Way"
BIS "Social Dancing"
BLACK BOX RECORDER "England Made Me*
FLAMING UPS "The Soft Bulletin"

EVE "Let There Be...EVE-Ruff Ryders" First Lady"
BACKSTREET BOYS "Millennium"
CHRISTINA AGUILERA "Christina Aguilera"
DIXIE CHICKS "Fly"
SANTANA "Supernatural"

The Toledo Museum of Art
Open every Friday, 6

P.M

-10

P.M.

419255 8000
MiOeoout* fv Qflfthnilnf lank

"'American Beauty' will quickly find its place
in the category of unique masterpieces such as
'The Graduate9, Vne Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest'
and 'Ordinary People."
Hi. I ar.l ll».„rr. HARPERS RAMAR

"Great script. Great directing. Great acting. Great movie."

October V
» Vocal talents of songbird lean Holden
(6.30-9:30)
* FREE tour: History: People and Events (6:45)
* FREE lecture artwork of Piero di Cosimo (7 30)
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY OCTOBER 2,1999
I 12:00 I 12:30 I 1:00 I
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

Paid Program [Paid Program

CD

Coiloge Football Big Ton Game -- Teams to Be Announced. (Lrve)

©
©
©
©

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

SJJBt.^

Collage Football: Regional coverage -- Aiaoama at t-vurca. MUM al Tennessee or
Louisiana Stale at Georgia (Lrve) 3f
College Football Regional Coverage - Teams to Be Announced (Live)

College Football Oklahoma a! Notre Dame. (In Stereo Live) I
NBA Inside
Lighter Side ol Basketball Hall ol Fame
CHy Gun (In
Induction Ceremonlee X
sports
Mao) .E" I Stud (El)
Culinary
KMwVankM
Hometime: Log Woodnrrlght'e Christina
Thia Old
Victory Garden Router
Burt WoM:
Adventure
Cooks!
Travels 3t
Home
Shop I
House JI
Workshop X
Workshop It
Travels
Joy ot Painting Simply
Know Your
Jacques Pepin
New Yankee
Hometlme:
Thia Old
Michigan Out- Northern
Painting
Fire
Workshop.It Col.
Experience
HOUM (R) £
ol-Doora
Major LeagueBaaebell Reoip-a Coverage - Chicago Cubs at St ouis Cardnals or Games lo Be VIP. Nikkr guards He daughter
NFL Under the In the Zone (I
of • wej known Mkonaire.
Announced (In Stereo Live)
Helmet
BMnol I
Battle Dome
Movie:»« "Poac* Academy ? Their firs Assgnrrwil"( 1985.
IMovie: »• 'American Hm/a 2 The ContaiMriorr(1967). Sieve
Comedy) Trie graduates altempl lo slop lampant acts ol vandalism James A drug kingpin turns American sowers mlo lunia assassins

naas

HI

In the Wild ■■The'
Islands W«hRK*ard
Victory Garden

IB) I
Hercules: The Legendary
Journeys Be Deviled" X

Movie* •* "Crw'*eChan«Lcinoon*(1934.
Movte: •• "Charliecnanon
IMovie: **vi "Wiarsecnanrilvrryor'Dartiiesj" Movie: • • ' Murder Over New
30) Movie: «• "CharW
ybr>"|l9*0)SklneyTolei.
Chan m Egypt" (1935. Myslery) Myslery) Warner Qiand. Ray Mi land. Mona Barrio, ftoeoteav" 11937) Warner Oland (1939. Mysiery) Sidney Tolei. Lynn Ban
Saturday MghtLive tile
Saturday Night Live Mia
Saturday
Night
Live
Ten
Saturday
MoM
Live
Rose
Win Ben
Win Ben
Pulp Comics
Maopherson,
St-ng.
Myers. Aeiosmrth.
COM
Stain's Money Stein's Money Hatcher, Dave Matthews Band. OTontyA
(R)
Peru's City ol Ghosts (H)
Prehistoric Predators (R)
'rito the Unknown Bizarre
Sttrvtval Survival slones from
Body Story "BnMkrig Down''
Discovery
Discover
!
DISC Newi(R)
lizards, huge bugs (R)
near-death enpeiiences (R)
Magaiine (B)
PGA Golf: Buick Challenge ■ Third Round. Pine
lachling
College Gameday
College Footbal Purdue at Mich^an (Live)
Trartspac Race. Mountain. Ga (Live)
ESPN
Movie: • Tarzan and me ios Cry" (1996)
Practical
Movie:
Lancelot
GuarOan
ol
Tme"(1999)
Sn
^99TSr
IMovie:
*•
'Rough
Mag*
(1995)
A
magicians
Reverb (R) (In Stereo)
Angeles X Tarzan swings into acton lo slop an evil explorer
HBO
Lancel.: emcees n ?0th century
assistant searches lor an ancient shaman 'PG-13 Magic
■Breaking Ihe Tales ol the Gun "German _
Holy
Sworn
to
Seen.
Vigilantea
'•■
a
Complete History of the Navy SEALa Historical account ot the
Small Arms of Work) War II" (R|
HIST Navy SEALS (R,
Id Warner*
.'.':
feparaM*Godlr'
Cold
(R)
,_
College Football Missouri at Memphis (Lrve)
Real Reds
;i 1:001 Tennis Grand Slam Cup |Tennla Grand Sam Cup - Semifinal Munich. Geimany
FSO
- Sem-fmal Munich. Germany
Sliders (R) (In Steieo) X
Fa-scape (R) (in Stereo) X
Movie: *• ■8om0sheJr(l997. Sconce Fiction) Henry Thomas A DarkSkies i aaMOJX
(11 00) Movie: MA 'Demon
SCIF1 CitySnm|uto,'(t993)
drugcompanyemployeecontractsabai:-.gdisease (inStereo)31
World's Moat Daring
Greatest
Relief
Organization:
Oklahoma
Fury
H
Sideshow
History
ol
carnival
sideshows,
which
have
been
a
part
of
Home
Again
Home Again
Robberies (R)
TLC
The Red Cross (R)
show busness lor more than ISO years. (HI
(R)
Movie: « Chasers' (1994. Comedy-Drama) Tom Berenger, Enka Movie: *•* "flunningScared"(1986.Comedy)Giegoiy Hines, BrHy'Crystal Steven jMovte: "Top
Due South Pilot'' (In Steieo)
TNT (Part 2 ol 21rC
Bauer.
Two
detectives
are
gryen
30
days
lo
nab
a
cocaine
smuggler.
Gun (1966)
Eleniak Two sailors escort a sultry caplrve to ptison.
IMovie: ... "fledflock rVesI"
Movie: A Face lo Kill for" 11999. Drama) . Savant. A horse
Movie: "My SWon. Uy Lover (1997. Drama) Rachel Ward A
Walker. Teas Ranger
1993.
Suspense)
N-colai Cage.
USA
trainer
takes
revenge
on
her
evil
husband.
(In
Steieo)
X
ivoman turns lo r-ei ne.j'ec'ul h..^.jnq ; Mil JM cc'-'jn M
Branded" (In Stereo) 31
Rock 4 Roll
Rock 4 Roll
Rock 4 Roll
Rock t RoU
Rock 1 Roll
Rock 4 Flu:i
Rook 4 Roll
Rock a Roll
Rock t Roll
Rock a Roll
Rock • Roll
Rock i Roll
Jeopardy
Jeopardy
VH1
Jeopardy
Jeopordy
Jeopardy
Jeopardy
.cop-ttdy
Jeopardy
Jeopardy
Jeopardy
Jeopardy
Jeopardy
SMC
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LIVING CANVAS
Body Piercing & Tattoo's
done exclusively In

THE BANK VAULT
354-5203
Now available henna tattoos!
Tobacco Pipes & Accessories
Ecstacy Cigarettes
• Clothing &
• Incense &
Jewelry
Oils
•Tapestries
• Gift Items
■ Bidis
* MORE!
"Stop and See All The New Items"

353-5992
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7:00
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7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30
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College Football: Ala at Fia.
AuDum al Tenn » LSU a! Ga
Colleoe Football: Regies
Coverage - Teams T6A
NBC Nightly
News.;"
Austin City Limits Hal Ketchum
and Terry Allen (R) (In Steieo)
Travela in
Travels In
Europe
Europe
Xena Warrior P Inceas Fallen
Living Single
(In Stereo) I

Living Single
(In Stereo) St

Cash
Early Edition "Ouck Day
Exploeion
AJle'-icon" (In Ssfreo] 1
College Football Toledo at Bowling Green Stale (Lrve)
Draw Carey
3rd Rock From
"Golden Boy
the Sun a
Lawrence We* Show "We
Befeeve in Muse"
Lawrence Walk Show We
Believe m Music"
Sekifeldjn
Frlandslln
Sleteo) 3t
Slerec) 4
Moesha ■;;:■•:.! Parkarajin
Vibrations?' X Stereo) 3E

Martial Law "Thieves Among
|Thlaves"(lnSlereo)jT

Profiler (In
Ste-ec) I
Movie: «••
News!
'6ugsy"(199l|
Saturday Night
NewsX
Livel
Auatin City Urn Is (R) (In
Siereo)
Kennedy Center Presonti
"The Amercanos Concert" ■
Mad TV (In Stereo) I

Walker, Teias Ranger
•Countdown" (In Stereo) 1!
To Be
Announced
ProRlar "Reunion" jr

Freaks and Geeka "Beers and Pratandar "Survival" (In S
Wens" (ri Smso) I
Ballykissangel Donal rescues a Going Places "New York CHy" New Red
New Red
lormer circus bear, (in Stereo)
Green
Green
(In Stereo) ft
Koep.ng Up
Great Australian Train
Antiques Roadshow
Keeping Up
Joumaya (In Siereo)
"Mnneapolis. Minnesota" (R) S Appearances Appearances
Copa
Cops "Palm
America's Most Wanted:
X-Filea Mind's ye" (In Steieo)
Indianapolis" Beacn' (R) X.
America Pghls Back I
Major League Baseball Detroit T geis a! Kansas City Royals Kaullman Stadium (Lrvi

NawaX

[Frular-B
|Dog X

CABLE STATIONS

MK
COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO

FSO
SCIFI
TLC
TNT
USA
VH1

Movle: •* "Charlie Chan al Treasure Island"
(5. IS) Movie:
Movle:««'i 'Charlie WanafiheCircus"(1936; Mo.ic , i: C^analWOlVmpics-IISSTlThelMovIe:..'-! ~Cnarx Chan al
'lUurder-N V" Charlie Chan probes a series of circus murders
sleuth battles spies en route to the 1936 Olympics (ihaOpera"()936; Warner Oiam (1939. Myslery) Stffney Toler. Cesar Romero
Bob and
[Man Show (fi) ICom-Presents
Daily Show :RI Dally Show (Ri 'Man Show id Win Ban
Comics Come Home (R)
ICom-Presents Pulp Comics (South Park
Stein's Money
"Gnomes" X
Margaret (R| I X
Storm Warnlngl Wmd" (R)
Wild Discovery "Swamp Hogs" How Animals Do That
Justice Files "Custody Wars"
New Detectives Te»as
How Did Dinosaurs Fly? (R)
Rangers" (R)
Sponsccnter
Collage
College
PGA Golf
College Foolfaal; SoufteasMm Contereoce Game •• Teams to Be Announced. (Lrve) X
Sportacenter JC
Gamenignt
Gamanlght
A'^tcp^/ 6 Sccri'li ot the Dead Sei and the
Movie: »* Vfji.'fica/Wdgic'(l996)Sar.aidBullcck Two sisters
lUovie: "Devil in
Movie: •*» "Gremlins"(1964. Fantasy) Zach Galligan. A lovable
'ace obstacles because of their wichcrall (In Stereo) 'PG-13' I
(In Siereo) a
CHy(hSlweo) rf» Flesh" R
title creature spawns hundreds ol evil beings (In Stereo) 'PG' X
Wr^ihol God: Disaster. In
Century: Amarica'tTime She
Great Ships IM digest movng Simulatora How simulators are H nloiy s Lost i round
Century: America's Time
jScd as naming tools (R) X
"Seette ol Change: 1900-1914- Shock: 1914-1919" (R)
objects ever made by man (R)
America: Fire iithe Hotel
3 36] College Football
College Football re.as ASM at exasTech. (Live)
College Footbal Oregon at Washington (Lrve)
Mss:.! a: Men '.' s [UVa]
First Wave (R) (In Stereo) X
Movie: «' i "DcuM D'ago-V'1.1994. At^enture) flooen Painch. A
Movie: **'* Hiigflten«<''(1966. Fantasy) Christopher Lamoen A IMovie: **'') "Highlander"
loe purses an immortal laticeniury Scot lo Manhattan. I
(1986) Chnsiopher Lamhert 3!
villain pursues twj young brothers lor a powettul chaim. X
World s Most Astounding
lough (R)
Secret World ot Stock Cars (R)
World's Most Heroic
World's Most Dangerous
Secret World ol Stock Cars
UnlcrcovcrSti^gs R]
Firefighters (R)
"" Videos (R)
5 30) Movie: *«» "Top Gun" 1986. Dra^aJ Tom Cruise. Kelly
Movte: «t*', 'Sack to the Future ' [1985. Fantasy) Michael J Fox. Chr.stopher
Movie: ••'J AOventures i BaDystntng'(\967.
Comedy) Easabeth Shoe. Maia Brewton.
McGillis Navy pilots take lo the skies to compete tot high honors.
LOya.Crspin Glover. A boy travels through lime lo his patents' leen-age years.
Movie: »* ■,MoDsrers'M991. Drama) Chnstian Slater Based on
1.6CO)Movie:•*# 'RedRock
Movie: *• 'i9oadHoivSfl"(i9e9. Drama) Patrick Sway". Keity Lyncti. Sam Elkott A [Movie: *»
the nse ol young lucky Luciano and his pals. [In Stereo) X
legendary bourcer agrees lo tame a notorious g>n mill. (In Siereo) X
rBUckj££V_B.
■Vesr (1993) Nicolas Cage 1!
Rock a BoH
iRockARoll
Before They
Before They
Before They
Before They
Behind the Music "TLC (R| (In 1100 Greateat Women of Rock A IBehlnd the Music "TLC (R) (in
Jocps-'dy
Were Stats
Were Stats
Were Stars
Were Rock
Siereo)
[Roll (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)

445 E. Wooster

Tues, Wed, Fri 11 -9

You've *

got

we've

got

f^~Home^

answers,

..plus U-Wire, Horoscopes, National Commentary
and much more not found at the newstand.

www.bgnews.com

SUNDAY OCTOBER 3,1999
I 12:00 12:30
CD
CD

©
©
©
©

NFL Today T

NFL Football: New England Patriots at Cleveland Browns Clevebnd Browns Stadium. (Live) X

Denver Broncos Mile Hgh

Coach Gary
Coach Gary
Movie: •*! ' flesr Friends"! 1982. Cciriedy) Burt Reynolds. Gcldie IMovie: •» "Ba'limg lor Baby* i\9&. Draru) Suaanrla PlashaiSr Paid Program Roger Ebon i
PinkeJ
Blackney
Hawn Two successlul screenwnters deode 10gel marned.
Dtbc* neynolds Two grandmothers vie lor bacy-s-ttvyj prrviteges
theTilovles ■
Movie: •«' i The Siar Cnam0er( 1983. Dramal Wchael Douglas To Be Announced
Horse Racing F.rjwerBowl
Gravity Games Providence. RI (in Stereo) X
Hal HolbiooV A secret panel ol judges disperses vigilante aistice
■rv lational Handicap 3E
Filing Line: Ex-IEditors
Mane: lo
Fooling With Worda Bill Movers covers the 1939 Go-akJine Ft
Journal
McLaughlin
McLaughlin
Nova Chasing El Nrno!" (In
Mayor
Doage Poe:iy Festrval (In Siereo) X
Market ::
One on One
Group
Steieo) X
Woodwright'a American
This Old
Home Cooking Breaking
Christina
America Sews Sewing-Nancy Lawrence Walk Show "We
Healthweek ;n Osteoporosis
Shop It
Woodshop
Houss X
Bread
Cooks!
Believe in Music"
Stereo) X
Breaking
Foi NFL Sunday (In Stereo, £ NFL Football Tampa Bay Buccanee-s al V 'iiiescta Vihmas Hut-erl H Humphrey Meltodome (In
NFL Postgame More Than a
Battle Dome
Stereo Live) r
(In SlereoJX
GameX
WWF SmacKdown! (h Steieo) I
Shasta
|Movie:*e'i Piranha'(l978 Horror) Braolord Dillman ManDilbert Ihe
RedhendedJR) Star Trek: Voyager
Counterpoint (R) (In Siereo) X
McNasty K
ealmg piranhas terrorise resort vacationers. (In Stereo) X
Knack" (Ft) X (In Siereo) X

Sandwiches & Sweets
1039 Haskins Road, Bowling Green

Phone: 352-0763
FAX: 352-8802

CABLE STATIONS
EliaKazan: A Director's Movie: ••• i':.(, :<. ' ■ ::i" l-,i-.i .,-■,[;.„.■ K .■: >.', :
Journey IR)
Eli Wallach A man spends the da with the crnldbtiOe ol hs rival
Movie: ••'.' votoleers'll9S5. Comedy) Tom Hanks. John
Saturday Nlghl Uve Tom
Canjy A p:ayhcy |pms the Peace Corps to escape a gambling debt Hanks. EdieBrckel I
Bear Attack m
nslda Amarlca's Military
Inside America's Military
Academies (R)
Acadimlaa (H)
II X) NFL Countdown
Auto Racing NASCAR Winston Cup •• NAPA AutoCare 500 From

Mo.m.. :• ■■ Si." «'•. K^i"i: -4i Am- • n Great
e«pa'>atesUem post-World War I Europe
Romances
Movie: •• "The Money Pit" (1986 Comedy) Tom Hanks. Shelley
Long. A bargain mansion proves to be a financial black hole.
Inside America's Military
On the Inside Prison Tech" (R)
Academies (R)
Martnsvii*. Va :Lrve)X

Royal Famllkw IMovie: 'A Shot
ol the World
mtneOark'X
Saturday Nlghl Uve Tom
Hanks X
U S. Navy SEAU- tn Harm's
DISC
'
SEALS Iran. (R)
jick Chaftsnge
ESPN
Pm Mountan. Ga.
Movie: ■ I r Disorderlies' 11987) Orderlies are
Dear America Movie. •*»'J "Love and Death on Lor,g Island' [Uovie: ** "i°/ik Cadifiac"(1969. Comedy) Ci*r>t Eastwood A bondsman must
HBO hired lo otrve a miikyiane lo his grave. 'PG' B
(In Siereo) X
(1997. Comedy) John Hurt (In Stereo) PG-13' I protect the »voman he was assayed to capture (In Siereo) 'PG-ty I
11 00) Movie: **') "The Story Automobiles Harier-Davidson" Mr Ponii and Hie Scheme (R| [Wttrwsa: EventB ot Our Time: World Justice S
ol S«dney Lord* ot the Maya Central
HIST QlPrelly
Boy Fioyo"(l974)
1
Mad Protessws
SMal/Gteat Tran
>ry"
American jungle.
Baseball Mai Tubs lime
Major Ltagut Baseball: Toronto Blue Jays at Cleveland Indians Jacobs F*W (Lrve)
Drag Racing: NHRA Advance
Motorcycle Racing World
FSO
Auto Parts Nationals (Live)
Grand Pna.
Movie •» A Return to Salem s LoTl >987. Horror] M»chael
Movie: •*'; "The TomrnvVwckers "(1993. HoriorlJimmy Smils
Movie: »t'» "The
SCIFI Star Trek (in Sleieo) X
Moriarty An anthfopoiogisl's hometown is fined with vampires I
sinister (oice is unleashed on a small Mane town IE
roi7Kn^oc*ws"(l993. Horror)
Home Savvy I Home Savvy
Hometime (R) Hometime (R) Home Again
Home Again " Eitremt Machines Undsoeed iHigh Speed Pursuit: Inside a
Natural Disasters Film ol nalura!
TLC
nK0 r R)
(R)
Famgaroof
disasters and rescue efforts (R)
(fl)
(B)
" '
CarChasa(R)
In the Heat ol the Ntght 'AK/F Movie: Hr*M -flac* lo the Futwe" 11985. Fantasy) Michael J F». Chtistopf-s
Uovta: *»') "AoVer,(ures n Babysitting"(1987. Comeoy) Elisabeth IMovie: *tW
TNT K»aVKay-|lnSteieofl
LkoyJ Cnsp»n Glover A boy travels through time lo his parents' teen-age years
[Shue. A Chicago baby sitter is plunged mto a com< nghtmare.
| "Qwbo&nf'
,
Movie: Young Indiana
Pacific Blue'■S!arga/er"(R) (In Movie: *«* i "fara'A(iractW(l987. Suspense) Michael Douglas. Glem Ckise A IMovte: *f lesn and Bone "(1993) A woman returns
USA (11.00)
Jones-Daredevils otuesen"
Stereo) S.
nutoanq cones to regici a flmg wrth an unstable woman (In Stereo) X
lo Ihe houss where her family was murdered 3E
;i 100) Behind Where Are
Where Are They Now? |P) (in
Where Are They Now? "Hair
Where Are They Now? (R) On
KS Are They Now?'Girl
Whsft Are They Now? "New
VHI
the Music
They Now
Stereo)
Bands" (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
Power" (R) (In Stereo)
Wave" <R) (In Stereo)
M'C

m

Campus Appreciation Days:
Every Tuesday
No minimum purchase for delivery
(Noon til 7:00 PM)
On a pick-up of 5 or more sandwiches
the "go-fer" gets theirs free
Show your student ID in the shop and get
10% off your purchase

SUNDAY
6:00
CD

®

(400) NFL Football New York
Jets at Denver Broncos (Lrve) IT
ABC World
News Sunday
NewsH
IBC Nightly
[News
Lawrence Welk Show We
Behave in Music'
Tony Brown's RehgionJournal
Ethics
Your Mr} Break (In Stereo) X
Home
Improvement

[Home
[Improvement

60 Minutes (In Siereo) X

Touched by an Angel The
Compass' (In Stereo) X
Movie. H£-Ooi*»htrx«^SWnB"(l999. Fantasy) Wi'lfriedie
AnappiBnlica devil gels an assgnmenl Premiere (In Stereo) JC
Dateline (In Siereo) X
Third Watch Patterns" (In
Siereoi J£
Legendary Lighthouses (In
In lha Wild "Zoo Babies Wan
Siereo) (Pan loi6jJL
Whoopi Goldberg- (In Siereo) X
Anyplace WHO (In Stereo) X
In Ihe Wild "Zoo Babies Wrtn
Whoopi Goldberg" (In Stereo) X
Worlds
King ol the Hill Simpsons |lr [Futurama iln
Funnleet! I
"Cotton's Par Stereo) I
| Siereo) X
Star Trek: Voyager "Survrvar Star Trek: The Nan Generation
Inslinct" (tn Sle'eo) X
"When the Bough Breaks" I

Movie: 'Forget Me Never (1999. Drama) Ma Farrow, Cotm Feore.
A woman copes wrth the early onset o( Aur-eimei s disease Bi
Snoops "Singer in the Bawf (In |Prec1lca'1sOslr>n&riMerNiar—
IStareo)jX
(ki Stereo) X
Movie: 'floso'Aage"11999. Suspense) Yasmrve Blaeth. A vengeTuT
motonsl stalks a woman and her tamrfy Premiere (In Slarao) tB
Movie: "A Rather Engksh Mamtge" (1996. Drama) Afcart Frnney
Two British widowers pacome urfikery roommales (In Stereo) X
Movie: A Rather El
1996. Drama) AlaMFmay.
Two British widowers
roommates (tn Siereo) X
X-Files Iievor" Mukter and
X-Fllaa'TalithaCuml"(ln
ScuOy track an escaped convict Siereo) (Pan l crl Z) I
FnenOS Ih
|Frlenda(ln
NewsX
ISporU-Oatrorl
Stereo) I
Stereo) X

ER (In Stereo)
31
the"UovleaIL
PensacoJa
Wings ol Gold
Myatarvl "Second SOU" (H) (In
Sleteo) (Pan lot 2) ±
a>la>r>l -Second Sight' X
Star Trek: The Neil Generation
"Unilicalion" X
ITranartlon
FraaWO"

CABLE STATIONS
aur
"**
COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST
FSO
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
VH1

(5 30)Movla:•«•". "AShot»ilneDar«"(l964. Behind the
Movie: ••• "Tucker The Man andH,s Dream"! 1988. Drama) Jet) Movie: •••', "Sa6nna-f19H. Comerjy) Humphrey Bogan Two
Comedy) Peter Sel<ers. Elte Sommer. X
Screen
Brriges An rtvaraor slnj
s lo produce a better, saler auto
highbrow brothers via for aSae cnauWeura osaignlar
Movie: fV, "Volunteers"[IMS. Com r) Tom Hanks J:iTn
Movie: «• "The Money hr (1986. Comedy) Tom Hanks. Sheley
South Park
ICrBk "Martyr
Saturday Night Uve X
Candy. A piayuoy toins the Paaca Conps i escape a gambling debt Long A pargan mansion proves to ba a Bnanoal black hota.
'Gnomes" X
F'rrsl Date"
Behind Enemy Unas: TtiaWe Have Loal an Aircraft
Skip Tracers: The Real Ule
ISummer ol Terror: The Son ol Killed by Ihe Klan
a "A Model Killer" (R)
Scotl O'Grady Story (R)
Armed and Mlealng (R)
Adventures ol a Bounty Hunter Sam Story
Sportacenter
'5 00) PGA GoH: Burck
NFLPrlmetime NFL Football Oakland Raiders at Seattle Seahawks Kvtgdome. (Liva)D
Sportacenter
Cnatange - Fnai Hound
Random
Movla: •• ■ "Contact' (1997. Science Fction) Jodie Foster, Matfftow McConaughey |Sex and the
|Artaa(R)(ln
Movie: »ii "Sok>ei-(t998. Science Fiction) Kurt Russel A soldier
Hearts: First
A davoled sc-entist hears a message Irom ouler space (In Stereo) '?& X
City (In Siereo) raaatM] a
m a lutunstc society derends his new hcme_(ln_S:ereo) R X
Decisive Weapons
Secrets of World War
Tales ol the Gun 'Guns ol
Sworn to Secrecy "Hitler's
History Undercover Xhurchi lla»n»ry Blur-oars: fh.Balll.ot
Remington""
DanflM Mow IN Surface '
ireBurgarThea Bombing
Secrets"
and the President"
Goin 0«p
(5 00) Drag Racing. NHRA
Boiing Sunday Night Fights Kansas City. Mo (L^e)
FOX Spone News
FOX Sports News
Advance Auto Pans National:
5 Ol) Movie: ..',=7n7
Sentinel •,-.■."■
.
Ouler Limits (In Slarao) X
Outer Umite (In Steieo) X
CvtavLMts(lnSlan»)i:
Sentinel (In Sleieo) X
'"c»Timylincic>ars"(t993. Horror)
Pararnaolca "Force Frve" (R)
Mast Uaa in the ER
Super Structures ol the World Super Structures ol the World Super Struclures or lha World Super Serjctureeol the World
Entreme Measures" (R)
'Gold MneeiIhe Clouds'
"NORAD - Cheyenne Mounun ■Xansai Insamauonal Ajrporl"
"Gold Mina in the Cloutts" |R)
(5:30) Movie: **% "OvetOoanf {mi. Comedy) Gokae Hawn An Movie: "/a7xria/Fami'"(l9e8.Satee)VciicesolKelsayGranimer
Movla: "AmmslF«rm-(l998. Satis) voces ol Keaujy Grammer
amnaalac m*onairess rs duped by a cunning carpentei
thee human masters X
Farm arwnals stage a rsvotl aganst the* human masters X
Farm anrmals stage a revolt
(4 30)Movla: ••".Flesh and Wraslang WWF Sunday Night GvaE "Chooas Your OwnT
PacMc Blue "Just a OroOo" (In La Famine Nla*a "Someone
Law a Order:
VESnT
9on«"(i993)DannaOuaid.X
HaatK
kr Stereo) I
Siereo) I
Else's Shadow- (In Sleteo) X
Siereo) X
WharaAraThayNovrT-BOaWhere Are They Now? (R) (In
ItMoryterlera "AJanra Uorissatls'' IBanaidma"
WharaAra'
, Now? "Gins.
Behind the Mualc Slog" (R) (In Sleteo)
|R) (In Siereo)
Slarao)
Girls. Girls" (R) | n Stereo)
| (In Siereo)
Muak "Sting-

Women who smoke get

MORE DATES
WITH DOCTORS.
Smoking contributes to ;i woman's risk ol heart disease
and stroke, which increases your chance of seeing doctors.
But is that the kind ol dale you'd like? To learn more, visit
twww.americanheaTl.org
or call 1-800-AHA-USA1.

_
VlK'lTlilll lli'illl
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

SPORTS

Falcons travel
to Miami, BSU

Showdown
returns to BG
Tomorrow's
Bowling
Green-Toledo
matchup at
Doyt
Perry Stadium has just as
much significance as it has had
in the past.

GAME #5
Bowling Green (1-3)
hosts
Toledo (2-1)
7 p.m. at Doyt Perry
Stadium
Radio: WBGU 88.1 FM ,
Jen Eblnger and Matt Bryan
Air Tlm«: 6 p.m.
Pre-game live from
Ziggy-Zoomba's 4-6 pm

Although the Falcons lead
the all-time series, the Rockets
have won a school-record four
straight against BG. The Falcons last win came in 1994, 3116, at Toledo's Glass Bowl.
The Rocket* are looking to
continue a two-game winning
streak. They are coming off a
24-3 win over defending Division I-AA champion Massachusetts. They are 2-1 overall and
1-0 in the Mid-American Conference compared to BG's 1-3
and 0-2 mark. The Falcons are
coming off a 41-27 loss at Kent
which ended the Golden Flashes 16 game losing streak.
Gametime is set for 7 p.m.
However, there are plenty of
activities commemorating the
event starting at 4 p.m. around
the stadium. A good crowd is
expected. For more information, please see the "Rumble in
BG" rivalry insert.

By PETE STELLA
"Miami is a strong team and
The BG News
a team that shouldn't be taken
This weekend, the Falcons lightly," Piccirillo said. "We
head to Ball State and Mis>mi to need to be mentally prepared
start their four game Mid- for them and we also need to
American Conference road trip. capitalize on more scoring
The Falcons last game was opportunities. This is someSunday, in which they were thing we have been working on
defeated by the Buffalo Bulls. all year."
The Bulls scored three goals in
Miami has a host of young
the final eight minutes of the talent on its 1999 squad. Freshsecond half. BG ran with the man Danielle Berkemeier leads
Bulls the entire game and had the conference with 2.83 points
several opportunities to score per game with sophomore
but came up short in this emo- teammate Cortney Carey right
1. 33 527
tional conference loss.
' vs.'Toledo, October 8,1983
behind her with 2.33 ppg.
With the loss, the brown and
"We have changed our sys2. 29,210
orange dropped to 5-3-0 overall tem up at the beginning just so
vs. Toledo, October 2,1993
and 2-1-0 in the MAC.
we wouldn't have to change it
Friday, BG travels to Ball when we faced Miami," Picciril3. 28,110
State to face the Cardinals for a lo said. "Our team needs to be
vs. Toledo, November 16,1985
3 p.m. match. This will be the focused and ready to play."
4. 27,333
first meeting between these two
Notes:
vs. Toledo, October 19,1991
conference foes. Ball State is
Freshman
forward
Jill
also in its first year as a pro- Conover is still turning heads
5. 26,860
gram and has compiled a 2-7 at the national level by being
vs. Toledo, October 9,1971
overall record, 0-2 in the MAC
tied for 12th in the nation with
"Ball State is a first year pro- a 0.75 assists per contest avergram and they are struggling a age. She has had six assists
little bit," BG coach Tom Piccir- throughout her eight matches
illo said. "Despite their record, with the Falcons. Conover also
we need to play them how we leads the Brown and Orange
play and go out with a with 16 total points, five goals
vengeance."
and six assists.
Sunday, the Falcons stop at
The crappy weather and an
last six, all on the road.
look ahead.
Miami University for a 1 p.m. accident on the interstate
Junior starting back Fred game against the Redhawks.
"Last weekend's atmosphere
stopped the Toledo Rockets
was playoff caliber for us," BG Degand will miss Sunday's Last October 30. Miami defeat- from coming to Cochrane Field
coach Mel Mahler said. "It was game because he drew a red ed BG 2-1 in a crucial overtime to face the BG women's soccer
a good dress rehearsal. We had card in last Sunday's loss to loss
team Wednesday.
hard tackles, up-tempo soccer Southern Methodist for arguing
and a lot of emotion. We have with an official.
Chris Kraft will start in his
seen everything we are going to
see. We should be prepared for place.
Mahler said he feels pretty
almost everything."
The road to BG's second reg- comfortable with his lineups
ular season MAC title will not heading into the MAC season
be an easy one, but Mahler said but will still experiment at
the team can almost put its times.
"We have a pretty good idea
non-conference troubles behind
of where players will play," he
it.
"We can kind of start anew," said. "We have 16 or 17 guys
he said. "There are three seg- who got pretty good playing
ments to the season and every- time in our 9 matches and there
thing counts now. We can take is always someone on our bench
the lessons we have learned who can help us out so we are
from the previous nine games pretty comfortable with that."
BG leads the series 6-2-1 but
and use them in the MAC."
Mahler said the Falcons has split the last four games
break the season down into its with Kentucky. The Wildcats
BG Newi Phonon-conference, conference and are currently ranked tenth in
tournament schedules. Each the Great Lakes Region while
Junior midfielder Janice Mentrup tries to keep the ball away
new step carries more weight the Falcons are unranked.
from a Niagara defender. Mentrup attended Oak Hills High
BG is 4-1-1 in MAC home School in Cincinnati prior to coming to BG.
than the previous one, but the
team has to be careful not to openers.

Series Record
BG Leads
33-26-4
First Meeting in 1919

Top 5 BG
Home Crowds

MAC season begins for men
Kentucky comes to Coenrccne field to face BG
BY DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
Sunday begins the "second
season" for the Bowling Green
men's soccer team.
The Falcons host Kentucky
at ('milran. Field at 2 p.m. in

the Mid-American Conference
opener. Kentucky opens its conference schedule tonight at
7:30 against visiting Marshall.
Kentucky (4-3) has lost three
straight games while the Falcons (3-6) have dropped their

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Falcon defenders Chris Kraft (left) and Kevin Jackson protect
the goal as a Western Kentucky attacker prepares to take a pass
Sept .4.

Volleyball team meets 1998 division champs
Miarnu Ball State come to Anderson arena for weekend MAC matches
By NICK HURM
The BG News
Last year the Bowling Green
volleyball team went winless
against the two Mid-American
Conference Divisional Champions, Miami and Ball State they
are looking for the shocker.
"I
think
they
(BG)
are ready to
go
against
Miami,"
coach Denise
Van De Walle
said. "Since
they
let
Head
CoachWestern
Denise Van De
Michigan
Walle
slip through,
they want a shot against the
other two teams that are annually at the top of the conference."
The Falcons went winless

lAm

against both teams with a combined record of 0-3. Both Miami
and Ball State have gotten off
to a slow start.
Once again Miami was predicted to win the Bast Division
in the MAC preseason polls.
The RedHawks are 6-5 on the
season. Last year Miami lost
eight games the hole year. They
lost four starters from last year
which may work to the advantage of the Falcons who only
lost one.
"I would not consider either
team to be down by any
stretch," assistant coach Tom
Hanna said. "They are both
very strong teams that have the
potential to finish at the top of
the conference. They may make
a few errors, but they're not
going to roll over."
Ball State is 8-4 on the season and 1-1 in the MAC. The

Cardinals lost a quick three
game match to red hot Western
Michigan last Friday.
"Ball State has very good
weapons offensively, particularly in the middle," Hanna said.
"They are going to be very
similar to Miami because
they are traditionally strong.
Right now they do attack the
ball well."
BSU rebounded by winning a four set match over
slumping Moorehead State.
Middle hitters Susan Meshberger and Susan Mylak combined for 33 kills and a .542
hitting percentage in the
match. BSU coach Randy
Litchfield is optimistic about
his team this year.
"We return the top setter
in the MAC and three players
who were named to the
league's All-Freshman Team

last season," Litfield said, in
the BSU volleyball web page.
"Add in a 6-foot-5 transfer who
is ready to start in the middle,
some improved upper classmen

and a recruiting class that has
as much potential as any we've
ever brought in and I think we
have a group that matches the
talent level of last year's team

Volleyball
BG: 6-6 overall
1-1 in the MAC

Ball State
7:00 p.m.

Miami

Coach Denise Van De Wall.'
"I think they (BG) will be ready to go
against Ball State. They want a shot
against the two teams that are annually at the top of the conference."

Ball State: 9-4 overall
1-1 in the MAC

Miami: 6-5 overall
1-0 in the MAC

3:30 p.m.

>
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very favorably."
The Cardinal Middle-hitters
may not have the same success
against BG. Last week the Falcons shut down Western Michigan's star middle hitter Mandy
Whitfield. One big reason to the
Falcons success has been their
blocking lead by senior middlehitter Lori Kemerer. Kemerer
leads the MAC in blocks per
game and
moved up the
national leader polls over the
weekend to 18th in the country
in blocking.
On the offensive side, BG
senior left side hitter Melissa
Lewis has lead the Falcons in
kills in 11 of the first 12 matches. Lewis is averaging 4.44 kills
per game. Junior JoAnna Popageorgiou is coming off a career
weekend as she hit above .400
in both the Central and Western Michigan matches.
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Browns
meet
Patriots
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND — Tim Couch
isn't the first rookie quarterback with a rifle arm to be
drafted No. 1 overall and nurtured through his NFL growing
pains by Chris Palmer.
The Browns coach also
helped make Drew Bledsoe
what he is today: the AFC's toprated quarterback and the single biggest reason the New
England Patriots are undefeated.
So if Bledsoe throws for 400
yards and four TDs against the
winless Browns, Palmer will
have to share the blame with
his defense.
After all, Bledsoe is a monster he helped create.
While breaking down game
film on New England this week,
Palmer was able to reminisce
about his days coaching Bledsoe while trying to figure out
how to stop him and the Patriots.
"They're probably playing
the best football I've seen them
play in the last couple of years
since we were with them at the
Super Bowl," said Palmer, a
Patriots assistant from 199396. "And Bledsoe is having an
MVP season. He is in a zone
right now. It's a pleasure to
watch him effortlessly throw
the hall."
Pleasure will give way to
pain for Palmer if P'edsoe
lights up Cleveland's injurydepleted secondary.
"They're explosive," said
Palmer. "They have Terry
Glenn and Shawn Jefferson
who can run like there's no
tomorrow, (tight end Ben)
Coates is doing a nice job over
the middle. Troy Brown is
impressive on third down. Oh,
yeah, and Terry Allen running
the ball. Other than that,
they're just another team."
But it's Bledsoe, as Palmer
knows, who makes the Patriots
(3-0) complete.
"He is the spaghetti sauce,"
Palmer said. "He covers a lot of
mistakes."
Palmer is at least partially
responsible for Bledsoe's development into one of the NFL's
premier passers. After coaching
Patriots wide receivers for
three years, Palmer became the
team's quarterbacks coach in
'96.
He helped refine Bledsoe's
skills after the quarterback
sustained a shoulder injury the
year before.
"Coming off the '95 season
I'd struggled," Bledsoe said. "I'd
had an injury to my left shoulder. The first thing he did when
he came in was he really went
to work on my fundamentals,
got me back to where I was
throwing the ball with sound
fundamentals."
Bledsoe led the Patriots to
the Super Bowl that season, an
accomplishment that still fills
Palmer with pride.
The two became close
friends, bonding the way a
teacher might with a star pupil.
Bledsoe said Palmer was both
mentor and protector. When he
played poorly, Bledsoe expected
to hear about it from head
coach Bill Parcells. However,
many times it was Palmer who
took the brunt of a Parcells
storm.

Associated Press Photo
New England Patriot wide
receiver, Vincent Brisby, pulls
In a pass Thursday during the
Patriots practice at Foxboro
Stadium.
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Ohio
runner
looks to
Olympics

Falcons host
Invitational
By MARY BETH WILFONG
The BG News
After a fun-filled fundraiser
last weekend the BG men's tennis team will host a tough competition for their second unofficial meet of the season at the
BGSU/Keefe Invitational.
The Falcon's started well for
the first game of the season.
Falcon
freshman
Michael
Lopex-Acevedo finished first in
flight five and freshman Peter
Gardonyi won in flight eight.
Also winning the doubles competition in flight four was Gardonyi and freshman Nicholas
Lopex-Acevedo with a score of
8-5 against Butler's Abel Contraras and Sebastian Koehler.
Men's tennis coach Jay Harris said the team has been
working on a directional system
that will help with the men's

shot selection and a psychological system to play the right
points at the right time. They
will be applying these strategies to their tough play this
weekend.
The team to watch this
weekend is Ferris State. The
Bulldogs, coached by Paul Marcum, polished off their season
last year with a record of 17-11
overall tied for first in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
with Northwood University.
Returning for the bulldogs are
all seven letterwinners and two
tough new freshman players.
Another concern for the Falcons is the team from Eastern
Kentucky. The Colonel's ended
their season last year with a 318 overall record and 1-5 in the
Ohio Valley Conferance.
"I would say that those are

By TIM PUET

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon senior tennis player, Sonny Huynh.prepares to attempt a
backhand return during practice at Keefe Courts. Huynh hails is
originally from Canberra, Australia.
probably the two best teams,
and then the other teams are
all probably right behind
them," Harris said.
Other teams playing in the
tournament are Detroit, Eastern Michigan, Wright State,
Youngstown State and Xavier.
The meet is scheduled to
begin at 4 p.m. on Friday with

two sets of singles play and one
set of doubles play. Competition will continue on Saturday
at 8 in the morning with doubles play and then switch later
in the day to doubles play lasting until around 7 p.m. On Sunday, play starts at 8 a.m. with
the last round of singles competition.

Conference stars go head-to-head
ByANDYRESNIK
Associated Press Writer
In past seasons, fall Saturday afternoons in Oxford, Ohio,
often were spent studying for
class, checking out autumn colors or watching Ohio State in
an uptown bar.
This Saturday, the MarshallMiami of Ohio matchup at
Yager Stadium is the only game
in town — a Mid-American
Conference showcase featuring
one of the nation's best at quarterback (Chad Pennington) and
tailback (Travis Prentice).
"The eyes of the nation
don't often focus on Oxford,
Ohio. But I think a lot of the
eyes will be
on us this
week," said
Miami
coach Terry
Hoeppner.
In 1997,
Pennington
was just the
guy who threw the ball
to Randy Moss. Now he
has the Thundering Herd (4-0,
1-0 MAC) ranked 17th in the
nation.
At 6-foot-4, 220-pounds, Pennington has NFL scouts drooling over his strong arm, physical strength and the way he
surveys the field.
"He's got all the intangibles
that certainly makes him the
top quarterback in the country,"
Marshall coach Bob Pruett
said. "I think the pro scouts

rate him as a No. 1 guy. He not
only has accurate skills and
throwing ability, he's big and
strong and such a great leader
and such a tough guy."
Prentice, the MAC's all-time
leading rusher and scorer, is a
6-foot-2, 228-pound tailback
who has a stat all his own.
Evry time he runs over a
defender — and it happens a lot
— he gets a "truck."
The Miami standout also
holds the NCAA record for most
games (23) with two or more
touchdowns. The record used to
belong
to
Texas'
Ricky
Williams, last year's Heisman
Trophy winner.
Travis is a great
back and
nobody's
going to
contain
him,"
Pruett
said. "He
can
bust
loose at any time."
Saturday's winner, barring
an upset, is almost assured of
finishing atop the MAC East
and playing for a berth in the
Motor City Bowl — the MAC's
only guaranteed bowl bid — in
the conference title game.
The loser, meanwhile, will be
in trouble. Last year, Miami
went 10-1 but failed to get a
bowl bid while North Carolina,
a team that lost to the RedHawks and finished 7-5, went
to the Las Vegas Bowl.

Neither team can afford a
loss if it wants a conference
title and some national TV
exposure for its superstar.
Combine all that with Heisman hype, and Saturday is
going to be a special day at
Miami, the place where Paul
Brown, Woody Hayes, Bo
Schembechler
and
Ara
Parseghian sUvtcd coaching.
"Lets just put Travis and
Chad out there and just see
who wins. I know Chad can
throw it a lot better than
Travis, but I think Travis can
maybe run it," Hoeppner said.
Marshall has edged out
Miami (3-1, 2-0) for the MAC
East title the last two years.
The RedHawks beat the Herd
45-21 in 1997 — behind 203
yards rushing and four touchdowns from Prentice — but lost
a shot at the bowl with two conference losses.
Last year Marshall won 3117, and the RedHawks stayed
home for the holidays.
Prentice said because of
what's at stake for his team,
he's not using Saturday to outduel Pennington and publicize
himself for college football's
most coveted individual award.
"We have it in perspective,"
said Prentice, who has 506
yards rushing and 10 touchdowns this season. "You can't
get caught up in all the Heisman hype. It's about football
first. I'm sure Marshall's doing
the same thing."

They are, according to Pennington.
"We understand about the
only way you can get to a bowl
game is to win our conference
and that's what we're focused
on," said Pennington, whose
1,275 yards passing and 11 TDs
dwarf the numbers of Heisman
hopeful Joe Hamilton of Georgia Tech, who has thrown for
687 yards and seven TDs.
Despite the success, both
players admit the numbers, no
matter how high they climb,
mean little to Heisman voters
who don't have much respect
for the MAC and view opponents of Miami and Marshall as
inferior.
Even Moss' record-setting
1997 season could get him no
higher than fourth in the Heisman balloting.
"People still perceive our
conference as being inferior, but
we know that's not the case,"
Prentice said. "We can go out
and play football and beat anybody. I mean football is football.
It doesn't matter what conference you come from. It's who's
playing the best that Saturday."
Elsewhere in the MAC on
Saturday, Akron plays at Ball
State, Bowling Green hosts
Toledo, Ohio welcomes Kent,
Northern Illinois travels to Buffalo and Central Michigan is at
Western Michigan. Eastern
Michigan plays at Louisville in
non-conference action.

Associated Press Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Bob
Kennedy has run in just one
10,000-meter race, but the Ohio
native says he's confident of
breaking the American record
in the event and adding it to
the three records he now owns.
"Given what I've done in the
5,000 meters, what I was able
to do in one 10,000 and my
background in high school and
college cross country, I feel I
can run sub-27 minutes (in the
10,000) by next summer,"
Kennedy said in a telephone
interview from his off-season '
home in Indianapolis.
Kennedy, a graduate of Westerville North High School and
Indiana University, holds the
American records in the 3,000
(7:30.84), the 2-mile (8:11.59)
and the 5,000 (12:58.21).
His first try at the 10,000
produced an easy victory in
27:38.37 — 18 seconds off the
American record set by Mark
Nenow in 1986.
That victory in May was a
highlight in what Kennedy said
was a disappointing summer.
"By other people's standards, it
was average, but by my standards, it was poor. I only was
ninth in the world 5,000 meters
and was not pleased with that,"
he said.
"I was injured early in that
winter and I'm still trying to
figure out how that may have
affected me and what happened
this summer. Maybe I was too
conservative coming off the
injury and undertrained."
Kennedy took off from running until the end of September
and plans to resume a training
schedule designed to gradually
get him ready for competition
in February. At that point, he
will make a final decision on
what Olympic event to pursue.
Kennedy's problem is that
although he's America's best
distance runner, as many as a
dozen Africans are at least as
fast in the 5,000 and 10,000,
Haile
Gebrselassie
of
Ethiopia holds the world
records in both events with
times of 12:39.36 in the 5,000
and 26:22.75 in the 10,000. But
Olympic finals tend to be much
slower because they generally
lack the kind of runners who
set a fast early pace, then burn
out in the final lap.
Winning times in the last
three Olympic 5,000s have been
between 13:07 and 13:12, and
in the last three 10,000s they
have been between 27:07 and
27:46 — both well within
Kennedy's range.

NHL begins 1999-2000 quest for Stanley
While the Stars are raising
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Hockey Writer
the Cup banner in Dallas, the
The Dallas Stars do not New York Rangers will play at
believe in standing pat.
Edmonton in the other NHL
When they open the NHL opener Friday night.
season Friday night at home
In Saturday's games, it will
against the Pittsburgh Pen- be Carolina at Boston, Toronto
guins, they will have a different at
Montreal,
Ottawa
at
look from the team that won Philadelphia, New Jersey at
the Stanley Cup in the spring.
Atlanta,
the
New
York
Gone will be Pat Verbeek, Islanders at Tampa Bay, WashDave Reid, Craig Ludwig, Tony ington at Florida, Buffalo at
Hrkac and Roman Turek. High- Detroit, Phoenix at St. Louis,
ly regarded prospects Jamie Los Angeles at Nashville, AnaPushor, Juha Lind and Pavel heim at Dallas, the Rangers at
Patera are among those replac- Vancouver, and Calgary at San
ing the veterans.
Jose.
So the Stars should be a
In not bringing back Ludwig,
younger, faster team. Not that the Stars lost one of their last
they'll neglect the type of phys- players from their days in Minical defense that helped them nesota. The remaining North
win their first Cup in franchise Stars are Mike Modano and
history.
Derian Hatcher.
"This isn't a whole new offen"Despite the fact we lost
sive system," Stars coach Ken some players from last year, we
Hitchcock said. "This is just a have a lot of talent left," said
system that's based on more Guy Carbonneau, at 39 years, 6
use of what we have as a team. months, the oldest player in the
We have more speed, so let's NHL this season. "The kids in
make better use of it.
training camp showed a lot of
"We're trying to become more promise."
of a team that's going to come
The Stars think that repeatout cleaner, rather than jam it ing as Cup champions will be
in areas and try to jam it out."
difficult.

- U,--

"Last year was an unbelievable season, going all year
being the best team in the
league and being able to win
the Stanley Cup," Carbonneau
said. "I think the same goal is
in our mind this year, but we
know it'll be much harder than
it was last year because everybody wants to try to beat the
best."
At Edmonton, the RangersOilers game will feature a tribute to Wayne Grctzky. Before
finishing his career in New
York last season, the NHL's alltime scoring leader led the Oilers to four Stanley Cups during
the 1980s.
In Saturday's action, the
Thrashers will play their inaugural regular-season game at
Philips Arena, one of four new
arenas in the NHL this season.
The others are the Los Angeles
Kings' STAPLES Center, the
Colorado Avalanche's Pepsi
Center, and the Carolina Hurricanes' Raleigh Entertainment
& Sports Arena.
The Thrashers have sold
more than 13,000 season tickets.
"The last four or five months,

Associated Press Photo
With one skate in the crease, Dallas Stars right wing Brett Hull
(22) shoot the Stanley Cup winning goal past sprawling Buffalo
Sabres goalie Domlnik Hasek in Game 6 of the Stanley Cup final,
June 20,1999.
the build-up has been real
good," general manager Don
Waddell said. "I think the city's
ready for it. We've got a new

venue and I think we're going
to have a lot of excitement in
Atlanta."
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TANDINGS
Nitionjl Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eail
W
L
New England
3
0
Miami
2
0
Buffalo
2
Indianapolis
2
• K Y lets
0
Cenlral
Tennessee
3
Jacksonville
2
Pittsburgh
2
Baltimore
1
Cincinnati
0
Cleveland
0
West
Kansas City
2
Oakland
2
Seattle
2
San Diego
I
Denver
0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Dallas

Mid-An
Men's Soccer

Mid-American Conferen
Football

Miami

3-1

1000

667

Marshall

4-0

1000

667

Kent

1-3

1.000

.000

Ohio

1-3

1000

Akron

2-2

Bowling Green

1-3
0-3

.500
.000

1000
.667

Buffalo

Akron
Kentucky
Northern 111
Bowling Green
Buffalo
Marshall
Eastern Mich
Western Mich
Miami

MAC Pel

Overall

000

7
7
5

.667

West
Toledo

2-1

1000

Western Mich

2-2

1000

667

Eastern Mich

1-2

500

.667

Central Mich

1-3

000

.667

Ball Stale

0-4

000

000

Pet

2

1000

Mid-American Conference

W

Overall

2

7-7

1000

Washington

2

667

Arizona

1

.333

Miami

1

6-5

1000

NY Giants

1

.333

Kent

I

44)

1000

Philadelphia
Central
Detroit
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
Chicago
Minnesota
West
St Louis
San Francisco
New Orleans
Carolina
Atlanta

0

.000

Marshall

1

7-6

500

Bowling Green

I

6-6

.500

Buffalo

0

6-7

.000

Ohio

0

6-7

000

1000

2

667

2

.667

2

667

1

333

1

.333

Western Mich

10-3

2

1000

Eastern Mich

9-4

666

2

667

Ball State

8-4

500

1

500
333
000

Central Mich

4-8

500

Northern 111

3-5

000

1

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Candlestick Park
had the last laugh.
After 40 years of tormenting players and fans
with swirling winds, frigid temperatures and blankets of fog, the 'Stick closed its baseball career
Thursday as the Los Angeles Dodgers beat the San
Francisco Giants 9-4 on a balmy, sunny day.

Pet
900
900

750
.550
500
.450
400
.350
300
250

Miami
Central Mich
Marshall

MAC Pel

Akron

T
0
0

Ohio
Northern 111
Eastern Mich
Kent
Toledo
Bowling Green
Buffalo
WesJprr Mich

Volleyball

W

Dodgers 9, Giants 4

Women's Soccer

.500
000

BALTIMORE (AP) — Mike Mussina pitched
seven ii..lings of five-hit ball as the Baltiniore Orioles stalled the New York Yankees' drive for their
second straight AL East title, 5-0 Thursday in the
opener of a day-night doubleheader.

Mid-American Confcn

.333
000

Orioles 5, Yankees 0

Pet.
938
875
625
.561
500
500
250
125
125

W

Pet
1000
1000

Rangers 7, Mariners 0
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — John Burkett combined with three relievers on a four-hitter as the
Texas Rangers beat the Seattle Mariners 7-0
Thursday and set a team record with their 95th
victory.

OSU official charged . . .

150

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The director of operations for tlie Ohio State men's basketball team has
been charged with domestic violence and disorderly
conduct.

NFL Team Re ords for the 1990's
San Francisco 111-36
Washington 71-75-1
Dallas 95-51
New Orleans 69-77
Kansas City 95-52
Chicago 68-79
Buffalo 94-53
San Diego 67-79
Pittsburgh 89-58
Atlanta 67-80
Miami R8-58
Seattle 63-84
Denver 88-59
New England 6384
Green Bay 87-60
Tampa Bay 5K-89
Minnesota 86-61
NY Jets 57-90
I lou/Tennessee 78-69
Indianapolis 5592
NY Giants 77-69-1
Arizona 53-94
Philadelphia 75-71-1
Cincinnati 46-99
Oakland 76-71
St Louis 47 99
Detroit 73-74
Carolina 32-37
Jacksonville 37-30
Cleveland 39-60
Baltimore 17-33-1

West

Gam© on.

SP0

MiRIEF $

Women's cross country . ..
The Bowling Green women's cross country team
goes on the road this weekend. The Falcon's go
west to South Bend, Ind. for the Notre Dame Invitational.

See what's new
in the news!!

Bowling Green'* most comprehensive sports coverage. Every v.uekday In The BG News.

INCLUDING SEVERAL "BEST PIZZA"!

lUR"
****** ~!?™

Cla Zel Theatr

Open Weekday/ 1 P.(II. • lunch fri. -Jot. -Jun.

i 127 N. Main. B.G. * 353-1361
www.greateastern.hollywood.com

ANY 2 ITEM
PIZZA

Drive Me
Crazy.

..p.c or .„ EXCITING INTERNET COMPANY!

needed:

Campus Operations Manager
* Earn great money

Your Choice:

10" Sm 5.50 14" Lg. 9.00
12" Med. 7.00 16" Xlg. 11.00
Additional Items Extra
Fajita Chicken=2 Items

* Flexible schedule
* Gain Management and Marketing experience

12 Slices!

A Huge Order
Of BG's Best!
5 Breadsticks Only $2.50

Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:30

* Excellent resume builder

352.5,66

We Now Have Stuffed Breadsticks
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

IQV*

203 N. MAIN

apply online at www.vcrsity.com

352-5166

Nol Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 12-31 -99

rm,id your resume to: jobsfCvoirsity.com

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

f.i» your rcumn to: 734/483-8460

Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins
or call: a77/VERSITY ext.aaa

(837-7489)

v(§rsityoConn
Study Smarter

Congratulations to pi ©£ta phi's

New fall Member Class

Every Saturday 12
••••••••••••••••••••
OPEN
*
"Your
»»
* Music Library
* BEST SELECTION!
GREAT PRICES!

*

•

• We Love you!!!
Traci RobinsbrT
Kristie Welch
Jessica Swar<
Gina Capuanj
Becky.ljgSenl
Jill.i^daa&n
Andrt
Trici;
Andrea Boudreaui
Heather Boyrquin]
Nicofe Burl
Megan Cooni
Kelly\Q6urter
Maria«Omnkemeyer
Julietoggood

WE SPECIAL ORDER'

Big Beat / Atlantic

•Triciff Herzig
raJeffeey

,J

nqfi O'hara
Post
Kristin Sillasen
Kasie Spangler
Abby Stierman
Kate Vannier
Brooke
Williamson
Jina Mink
Kelly Buehler

128 N. MAIN ST. *
DOWNTOWN B.G. •

*

CD Now on Sale *

Ready to Live, Learn and Earn in the most
magical place on earth? Then become part of the
Walt Disney World College Program. It's your
opportunity to spend a semester making friends,
making magic and making a difference.

*
October 5,1999

^1

W

6;o

° Pm

JfcXajBI Olscamp 113

NEW RELEASES • DEEP CATALOGUE
imports • jazz blues • classical
world • pop • rap • r&b
soundtracks • country • folk
reggae • accessories

♦*4C1 °

X

^
.
,

GIFT CERTIFICATES
"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY"
SINCE 1971

* DOWNTOWN B.G. "FIND IT AT FINDERS" *
•*•••••••••****••*••

STOP BY AND DISCOVER A WORLD
OF OPPORTUNTnU AT I
wlwiollf apugiM

rnumO

UUILU
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Campus Events

Personals

• • • ■ CAMPUS FILMS
This week UAO Is presenting...
SIMON BIRCH
Thufs , Sepl. 30th Q 8pm
Fit, Oct. 1 <tf Sand 11pm
The movie will be playing in
111 Olscamp
Admission is $2.00 - Bursarable
• • • • CAMPUS FILMS ' • • '

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S &
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - OCT. 6.
MEN'S & WOMEN'S BOWLING - OCT.
12. IF HAND-DELIVERING, DUE BY
3 P.M. IN 130 PFH IF SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY 12 NOON.
KKT'BG Football'KKT
We would like to wish the Falcon football
team luck in their upcoming game
against Toledo! Beat those Rockets!

8-Week
Stop Smoking Program
Inaugural Meeting
Wednesday, October 6.1999
From 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Located © 170 Health Center
For Further Information
please call The Wellness
Connection Q 372-9355
CAVSvsKNlCKS
SAT , Nov. 6th - 2pm-1am Gund Arena
$20.00 per ticket w/ tour & transportation
$17.00 per ticket w/o tour & transportation
Ticket sales begin:
Sept. 27th Q 11:30am - Oct. 4th Q 2pm
in the UAO office - 330 Student Union
Sign-up table will be available on Oct 1st
from 11:30 - 2:30pm in the Union Foyer
BURSAR ABLE
Sponsored by UAO
Oance Marathon Core Committee applications now available m 440 Student
Services. Applications are due Oct. 6th by
5:00 in 440 Studenl Services.
Education Abroad Fair
Tuesday. October 12
11:00am-3:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Informational Women's Lacrosse Meeting
October 5th Q 9 30pm
In the mam lobby of Olscamp
Any interested coaches please call
353-8050, ask lor Tish.
The 1999 Key Yearbooks have arrived. Stop
by 28 West Hall to pick yours up. Call
372-8086 to see if you ordered one.
Addibonal copies can be bursared for $29 95
Turning Pomls
An Informed Discussion Group About
Eating Disorders, Weight Issues and
Normal Eating. Beginning
Wed , Oct. 6, 3:30-5pm
Runs 8 weeks. To register, call 372-2081.
Co-sponsored by Ihe Counseling Center
and Student Health Service.
GIVE BG
GIVE BG
GIVE BG

Services Offered
backpacking, canoeing & kayaking gear
Trips A Clinics to the outdoors
Discounts with BGSU student I D
Boots, packs, sleeping bags, tents, etc.
Canoe Shop & Blackswamp Outfitters
140 S. River Rd , Waterville, OH 43566
(419)878-3700
www thecanoeshop com
Tired of feeling sick and tired? All-natural
health care and nutritional advice. Supplements available. Call 353-6394
Worned about pregnancy?9
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring.
354-4673 EG Pregnancy Center

Help Wanted

KKPKKPKKT
Pagliai's Pi«a So. S Campus Pollyeyes
sez. 'See you after the game!"
945 S. Main
440 E. Court
Pagliai's Pizza So. & Campus Pollyeyes
sez. "GO FALCONSI"
945 S. Main
440 E. Court
Pagliai's Pizza So. & Campus Pollyeyes
sez. "Fill the stadium Saturday!"
945 S Main
440 E. Court
Pagliai's Pizza So & Campus Pollyeyes
Your hometown pizza houses
945 S Main
440 E. Court
Pagliai's Pizza So. 4 Campus Pollyeyes
More than just a pizza joint!
945 S Main
440 E. Court
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Laura Segerlm
for being selected as Sister of
the Week!
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa
INTRAMURAL
OFFICIALS
NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. CONTACT INTRAMURAL OFFICE AT 2-2464 BY
THURSDAY. OCT. 7, FOR DETAILS.
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa
Open Fall Recruitment
Come visil the sisters of
Sigma Kappa
Mon. Sept. 27th
8:15-9 00pm & 9:15-10 00pm
AND
Wed. Sept. 29th
8:15-9:00pm» 9:15-10:00pm
Come see what sisterhood is all about
Spring Break 2000!! Panama City, Daytona, Key West, South Beach, South Padre. Prices from S129/week S25 Oeposlt
Reserves your spol NOW!! Group organizers travel FREE!! Call 800-799-8445.
The 1999 Key Yearbooks have arrived.
Stop by 28 West Hall to pick yours up.
Call 372 3086 to see il you ordered one.
Additional copies can be bursared for

S29 95.
University Ambassadors
Thanks to Lindsay Bessick for all your
hard work and dedication with recruitment No one could do il better! You're
Awesome1
University Ambassadors
Wanted-Men's volleyball players for the
TOP league in BG rec program. BIG HITTER. GOOD SETTER, college 4 USVBA
skill level Call Mike at 353-8161.
You mean you haven't had Campus
Pollyeyes stuffed breakstlcks yet?
440 E. Court 352-9638

Wanted
Wanted. Dorm sized refrigerator, no larger than 4 cubic fool Contact Heather at
372-1645

Personals

Help Wanted

•" SKI 2000 4 Millennium Fiesta '"
Crested Butte Jan 3-8 starting at $329
(5nts) New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec 28 (5nts| and Jan 2. (6nts)
Book Now! 1-800-TOUR-USA
www.sludenteKpress.com
"•SPRING BREAK 2000-Plan Now! "■
Cancun, Mazatlan Acapulco. Jamaica
& S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights
Best packages. Book now!
Campus Reps wanted - earn FREE trips.
1 800.SURFS UP
www studentexpress.com
Activist needed for a new animal rights
group coming to N.W Ohio area Call
ADAPTT 9 419-323-7535
Browse icpt.com lor Springbreak "2000".
ALL destinations ottered. Trip participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted. Fabulous parlies, hotels & prices. Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
Earth Friendly Stuff
Alternatives has a wide supply of cruellyfree, non-toxic health and beauty items.
We also carry organic and healthy snacks
and foods Slop by 131 W. Wooster St or
call 352-7333 And don't lorgel our metaphysical section
Alter your spirit at Alternatives

SLOOO's WEEKLYI Stuff envelopes at
home for $2 each plus bonues. F/T, P/T.
Make $800+ weekly guaranteed! Free
supplies. For details, send one stamp to:
N-181.PMB552. 1021 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles. CA 90025
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For info call 203-977-1720.
••"Put posters up on campus or get a
group and go free to 8ahamas, Cancun.
Jamaica or Florida tor Spring Break. No
selling involved. Lowest pnces and reputable company make it easy.
spnngbreakliavel.com 1 800-678-6386
29 people wanted to get paid SSS to lose
up to 30 pounds in the next 30 days. Natural guaranteed. Phone 1-800-694-1986.
3pm-6pm Monday • Friday after school
program Children ages 6-12. If interestod, call 878-091 t lor mow information
ASSEMBLERS. Excellent income to assemble products at home Info 1-504-6461700 DEPT OH-6255.
Child care in our home. Pt. time/full time.
354-6083
Daily newspaper seeks reporter/photographer. Send resume and samples to John
Peaspanen. Editor, The Evening Leader,
102 E Spring St, Si Mary's. OH 45885

Dancers wanled - Toledo's newest dub
Part-lime and Full-lime
No exp. necessary, will train

419-476-6640
Oancers wanted, all new adult cabaret.
511 Monroe St., Toledo, OH. 419-2553864.
Direct Car«/Reiidentlal Specialist Full
and pan time positions available to provide care and support to individuals with
developmental disabilities living in the
Children's Home and area group homes.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends Starting wage S7 I4-S8 52 depending on experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be 18, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically
fit and able to lift 60lbs. Applications accepted at Sunshine Inc. of Northwest
Ohio. 7223 Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee. Ohio. M-Ffrom 8:30am-4:30pm.
SS MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Versity.com an Internet note taking company is looking for an entrepreneunal student to run our business on your campus.
Manage students, make tons of money,
excellent opportunity! Apply online
at www.versity.com, contact jobsQversity.com or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888
Deja Vu is now accepting applications
and auditioning for exotic dancers. Earn
great money while working a flexible
schedule in a safe, clean environment.
Apply in person at 135 S. Byrne Rd., Toledo.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $25 per hour increase to S5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5 00 PM (Monday-Fnday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC.. 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks
FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
The St. James Club Is In need of outgoing, energetic people. Full and parttime positions available. This position
would require you to be Included In all
areas of the fitness club. Apply In person at:
The St James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH
841-5597
Flexible time assembly jobs available.
Package toys on a schedule that meets
your education and spending needs. Walk
to a fun place to work. Must work a mini-'
mum of 12 hours per week. Start at $5 95'
per hour, opportunity for increase. Apply
M-F, 9am-4pm at: Pinnacle Plastic Products. 513 Napoleon Road, Bowling
Green. OH. Ask for Rod K.

For Love Ol The Game (PG-13)
12:40 4 00 7 00 9 55
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:00 2:20 4 40 7 20 10 00

Bowling Green State University
University Grand Ballroom
10:00pm 2:00am
Cost: $4 before midnight

'Double Jeopardy (R)
12:10 2 30 4 50 7 10 9 40

Greeks: $3 all night

ram

Music By:
Cleveland's own D.J. Lo-Key

OPEN

'Sorry No Passes or Super Savers
r

Admission $5.25 Matinees $3.25
Times listed in bold are tor Sat & Sun only

www.cinemark.com

"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Panma City. Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-

SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to promote
Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel FREE!
Top campus reps can earn a Free Trip
a over $10,000!
Choose Cancun. Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Tnps On-line.
Log In and win FREE Stuff.
Sign up now On Llnel
www.StudentClty.com
or 800/293-1443
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual experienced with office procedures, who doesn't mind daily data entry.
Would prefer someone acquainted with
insurance terminology. Located in BG
area. Please send current resume and
salary requirements to: Health Insurance
PO Box 331, BG, 43402, Attn: Amber.
Part time/full time positions packing
Canadian Bacon. Country Smoked
Meats, $6.50/hr. apply 9 510 Napolean
Rd, BG.
Ranch Steak and Seafood, located on E.
Wooster, is looking for dependable AM
and PM workers. If interested, come in
and fill out an application. Various positions available. 352-0461
RESIST ' RESIST * RESIST
Beat the system and fight back!
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours!
Full or part time positions
Available as well as internships
offered. $350/week 2-10pm M-F
Call 866-4463 for interview.
RESTAURANT
Looking for first class individuals to work
at either Bowling Green Wendy's locations. Benefits include: starting salary up
to $6.50 hr., flexible hours, meal discounts, incentive raises, referral bonus,
crew vacations & retirement program. Apply in person only. 1504 E. Wooster, 1094
S. Main St.

6386.
1986 Nissan Pulsar NX, 32 miles per gallon, new tires, exhaust, starter, axels,
106K miles. $1800 obo. 353-7642.

SPRING BREAK 2000
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

1991 Pontiac Sunbird
$3000
Call Erin at 354-2460

Subway now hiring for midnights. Starting
pay $6.25 ♦ $.50 bonus for midnight shift.
Must be over 18. Paid vacations, good
benefits, 401K plan. Apply in person at
Rt.6 and 23 in Bradner, OH.

Homes from $199.30 mo. repos, 4%
down. O.K. credit For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 extH584.
HOMES from $199.30/mo. Repos. 4%
down, okay credit For listings & payment
detail call 1-800-719-3001 ext. H584
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and lax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558
Moving sale: stove, dryer, grill, computer,
car stereo, CD player, cellular phone with
accessories. Call for more info. 352-5829.

Trotters Tavern
Looking for day and night cooks & waitresses Tips are great & hours are flexible. Applications are available on Fridays
12-5pm. 119N. Main St.. BG.
Tutor needed for CS 101 Visual Basic
Will pay generously!
Call Aric or Ryan at 353-0322
VAN DRIVER - part-time. Provide transportation to and from social services
agency. Must be between the ages of 2165. possess a valid Ohio drivers license
and an excellent driving record. Salary
$7.69 per hour. Submit resume to Children s Resource Center. P.O. Box 738.
Bowling Green. OH 43402

For Rent
1.2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$415
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Center needs
volunteers to deliver meals to homebound
senior citizens in BG. For info call Stefanie @ 353-5661

1-4 people needed to take over apt. lease
ASAP 2 large bedrooms. 2 full baths!
Water and gas paid! Pool and shuttle to
campus. $470 total per month 352-6378
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now. 352-7454.

For Sale
"111! Cancun ft Jamaica Spring Break
Specials' 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Village Green Apartments
Apartment tor rent
354-3533

FALCONS vs. ROCKETS FALCONS vs. ROCKETS FALCONS vs. ROCKETS FALCONS vs. ROCKETS

WmLZ IN BG
BOWLING GREEN vs. TOLEDO
Saturday, October 2 at 7:00

FALCONS vs. ROCKETS FALCONS vs. ROCKETS FALCONS vs. ROCKETS FALCONS vs. ROCKETS

Includes choice of
potato and our
famous salad bar.

HifJl.'ll'HJ

Bowling Green, Ohio

163 South Main Street-Bowl

353-0988
MONDAY

Bull Creek
Paintball

104 S. MAIN

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Fields

NFL 4
FOOTBALL r
Buffalo
| OPEN
vs.

Paintball Gun Renlal & Sales
Group Oulings & Parties

FULL LINE PAINTBALL STORE
POPULAR BRANDS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES
■
■

■

*

■

Coupon: $3.00 OFF
Any paintball gun rental at Boll CiW>
O any case of pairribaMs ai R4B Gan-M
E «•*••* 11/1/99 (BGSU)

Store: 178 S. Main St.
Bowling Green 353-2176
Field: 9703 Greensburg Pike.
Portage 266-4799
Hww.rbgames.com

*
■
■

11

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

j:

Effect
with D| Dubb 1
Ghanaian
Drummer
Habib Iddrisu

JAZZ

Jacksonville us
New York Jets

1ST

25
26'
/ I Hypnotic

I Atlanta vs Pittsburo 'm

31

E

with i great bki« («l I

Green
Sky Grey

|Lorry Garner |

1?
Land

161
Oval
Opus

• and the •

Bougaloo
[Alternative PopJ Blue Band

of the
El Caminosl
Rock

)allas vs
lew York Giant

'10 am until 2 p

The 7^
Mercury

JM3Y
14F
Delta
81
Wrikntod un i

.NIGHT

00O0O

with

Miami

.

SATURDAY

The plastic
Factor/
Power Blues

Monthly Calendar

Playing Fields
2 Extreme Speedhall

FRIDAY

Katant
Club

Easystreet

Paintball Park
8 Wooded

12:20 2:40 5 00 7 25 9 45

W

Seeking motivated, outgoing, energetic,
goal oriented persons for promotions position. On campus, part time, 15-20
hrsAvk. $250-$500/wk. potential. Contact
Tom Weeter, College Club com regional
coordinator 814-450-1129 or tomweeter Q collegeclub.com.

Dinner

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558

f

FREE TRIPS AND CASHMI

STUDENTS GET IN FREE WITH YOUR STUDENT ID

Rib

CINEMA 5 )5fa°iid,and

Blue Streak (PG-13)

For Sale

Gates Open at 5:00

Cinemark Theatres

"Three Kings (R)
12:30 4 10 7 30 10 10

Help Wanted

Doyt Perry Stadium

Division of R&B Games
27 Acre

BGSU vs. LT After Party
October 2, 1999

Help Wanted

ICrambakel

Green Bayj

20"

23

2f
Johnson?

iblgcreakl

NIGffll*fgj}*
271

81

R *
Kays

Mu*ic
Exchange
Funky Fusion
Rock

,??!

Grassr^opperPie

The
Ark Band
Reggae

IQ CTO B E R I

CIMhTMfTJT*
1628 B, Wooster • Bowling Green w 354-2535
Across from Ihe BGSl' Madium

I
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on two Toledo players who have
Alright, It's finally here.
It's the week you've .ill been really gotten the most out of
waiting for.
college.
The time when records don't
And Wendy Wellman has put
matter, injuries don't matter together a litle something on
and family doesn't matter.
BG's pinpoint kicker Jason
Nothing nv ters except the Strasser, while Pete I .ella
teams on the field and the reports on Falcon tight end
intensity in their eyes.
Kevin Steinke.
It is time for the Bowling
We did this for the Falcon
Green-Toledo football war. It's football fans because we know
Northwest Ohio's version of that, as fans, this is the pinnaArmageddon.
cle of our season. This is the
We here at the BG News chance we get to go crazy and
sports section know what a big prove to Toledo's students that
deal this game is. We know this we have more enthusiasm.
game is definitely the most
However, this season it
meaningful regular reason seems that the Falcons have
game every season. And, con- the cards stacked against them.
sidering last week's loss to Toledo has won the last four
Kent, We don't think BG's post meetings. BG hopes to turn
season hopes are too high.
things around this year.
We've decided to put togethBut the most important
er a special section highlighting thing to remember is that
the game. If you want to know records and statistics aren't
about this rivalry, check the important in a game like this.
featured story by Assistant This is the best that this season
Sports Editor Dan Nied on will offer and we hope that by
Gary Pinkel and his thoughts reading these features, you're
on the -game. Anything you heart will swell with football
want to know about these two pride.
teams? turn to G. Michael Graham's game preview. G. has
Sincerely,
also written an intriguing story
The BG news Sports Staff
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BG gridders look for Toledo wake-up call
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The "G News
Don't push the panic button.
Falcon coach Gary Blackney is
preaching that to his team in preparation for the upcoming night game
against Toledo at 7 p.m. This marks
the (iflh night home game in school
history.
"Absolutely," Blackney said
when asked if he'd preach that to his
team. "What happened Saturday
night was definitely ugly. The only
lesson I can take from that is if the
players take it the right way, it's a
wake-up call. I've been trying to get
that issue across to the kids for the
last three games."
The Rocket offense starts with the
offensive line. The whole line is back
from last year. It consists of Colin
Photo Provided
Westrich, Michael Schaefer, Nick
Otterbacher, Matt Comer, Jim Harding and tight end Mike Bilik. Sev- Doyt Perry Stadium was filled beyond its 30,599 capacity for the BG-Toledo game in 1983 when 33,527
enth-year senior Mike Lenix will attended. This crowd set a Mid-American Conference single game attendance record.
also see playing time.
Behind the line, the Rocket up," BG defensive lineman Rodney take a lot of pressure off Cole and safety Karl Rose said. "Different peooffense evolves around Chester Tay- Dawson said. "They have to prove utilize a veteran offensive line and ple need to pick up their play. Perlor. He leads the team with 55 carries they want the spot. We all came an outstanding running back until sonally, I haven't been playing up to
the quaterback grows into the par. We're ninth against the pass in
for 299 yards for an average of 58.7 together more."
Dan Cole is the starting quater- offense," Blackney said. "Then, as he the conference (200.3 yards per
yards per game. The offense ranks
game). We'd like to be at least fifth.
second in the Mid-American Confer- back. He has completed 37-of-74 grows, you expand his role."
The Falcon secondary might be We're still sound against the run."
ence averaging 188.3 yards per pass attempts for 261 yards, one
Defensively, the Rockets play a
game. The Falcon defensive will be touchdown and two interceptions. relieved not to be facing a prolific
challenged especially without senior Lyle Green has been his primary tar- passer after Chad Pennington and cover-three or robber coverage in the
D.J. Durkin, who is likely out for the get hauling in 11 catches for 93 jose Davis threw for over 200 yards secondary. Linebacker Jason Lamar
leads the team with 31 tackles. The
against them the past two games.
yards.
season due to an ankle injury.
"There is much concern," BG robber coverage is designed to take
"It seems like their emphasis is to
"Basically, everyone has to step

away the curl route. The free safety
plays the second receiver almost
one-on-one if he is a vertical threat.
Blackney said they impress you with
the wav thev break on the ball.
"Thev're an eight-man front by
design and when they drop that free
safety into robber coverage, they
become a nine-man coverage."
Blackney said. "They overload the
tight end and force you back to the
free safely. They outnumber you
there because they play a 4-4."
To offset that. Bowling Green maymix in three wide receiver sets to offset the defense against the run.
Quarterback Ricky Schneider said
Pittsburgh and Marshall played
some of the robber coverage.
"We'll show a bunch of formations," Schneider said. "We'll go
with whatever's working best. Basically, the free safety reads the tight
end in terms of whether he'll defend
the pass or come up against the run "
Toledo coach Gary Pinkel is concerned even though the Rockets
have won two straight. Toledo
defeated Ball State 23-10 and Massachusetts 24-3 after opening with a
35-12 loss to Syracuse at the Glass
Bowl. He said at Preseason Media
Day that he's scared of everyone in
the league.
"Strengths and weaknesses don't
matter," Pinkel said. "It's a war.
Without a doubt, we will see BG's
best play."

Rivalry, home game could help woeful Falcons
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
It's is no surprise there is a dark
cloud hovering over the Bowling
Green football team at this time,
especially after losing a game they
were not supposed to drop.
Coach Gary Blackney will not
mention the Kent game to his team
in practice. Everything will be
geared toward the Toledo home
game Saturday at 7 p.m.
"I can't speak for the kids but I
certainly didn't feel

good," Blackney said. "Our staff
didn't feel very good. We have to get
on with the schedule."
BG leads the all-time series 33-264 but has dropped the last four
games to its neighbors from the
north. BG's last win came in 1994 in
a 31-16 decision at the Glass Bowl. A
Falcon win would tie the series at 55 in the decade.

Home Cooking
BG has won five of its last six
games at Perry Stadium. The Falcons
have averaged 40 points per game
and the wins have come by an average of 26 points. BG has averaged
419.5 yards offensively including
252.2 on the ground

Night Light Woes
Since 1995 beginning
with the season-opening
28-21 night game loss to
Louisiana Tech, BG has
struggled under the lights.
Including
the
losses at Kent
and

Marshall,

the
Falcons
have gone 1-7
in night games
although the'

Tech
Louisia.
WdS
0n > -/
ni™ SanK
ame a i

^^ our Payers 9et excited. J think the administration
home.
" and athletic department have gone to great lengths to make
"i talked to half this game special"
a dozen coaches
Gary Blackney
'huS !t!mT J"
what they do for
night
games,
Blackney said. "I asked guys such as
Joe Tiller (Purdue's head coach) and
Dick Thome (Arizona's head coach)
what they do in preparing for night
games. That's been a question I've
been trying to analyze."
BG's lone win came at Akron in
1997. The Zips jumped to a 21-0 lead
before Ricky Schneider, a redshirt
freshman quarterback filling in for
injured Bob Niemet, led the Falcon
rally at the Rubber Bowl. Down 21-7
at half, the Falcons scored 24 points
in the second half to rally for the
win. Schneider scored on a one-yard
bootleg run to tie it and Jason Strasser kicked the game-winning field
goal with 32 seconds left.
Otherwise, the Falcons have lost
road night games at Toledo twice
and once in Missouri.
Injury Update
Senior co-captain D.J. Durkin was

Bowling Green Head Coach
°
in Cleveland early this week to have
a pin placed in his ankle. He is likely
out for the season along with backup
offensive lineman Eric Gilbo. Also,
offensive lineman Mark Kautzman
a.id linebacker Khary Campbell
could be back for the Toledo game.
They are in better shape than last
week.

Individual Notes
Jason Strasser leads the team with
25 points followed by Robert Redd
with 24.
Schneider set a career high with
22 completions on 49 attempts. His
other career-highs were four touchdown passes and three interceptions.
His 271 yards were shy of his careerhigh of 293 at Marshall in 1997.
Sophomore free safety Chad
Long continues to lead the team
tackle-wise with 50 for the season.
He had 13 against the Golden Hash-

Game Festivities
The administration urges fans to
purchase tickets before the game
with less than 2,000 reserved seats
available. General admission seats
are still available.
In addition to the usual tailgating,
the Homewreckers band will be performing at 4 p.m. at the practice
fields just east of the stadium. Also
on hand will be a Kid Zone with
activities for kids, a flyover before
the game and a fireworks display .
"I hope our players get excited,"
Blackney said. "I think the administration and athletic department has
gone to great lengths to make this
game special. They expect a good
crowd."

Vubay, Ocrokx 1,1999
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Rockets boast long-term linemen
^

r

TOLEDO
0LEL
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
FALL
SPORTSWEAR

♦Columbia

Sportswear Company,

NOW OPEN Vcur co^mbia sportswear dealer in BG - men's & .'.omens
outdoor apparel. iackeis. ail weather &
casual tooi.-.ear
•JACKETS
•VESTS
•T-SHIRTS
•SHORTS

-BOOTS
-SANDALS
-PANTS
•POLOSHIRTS

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
"Your Sports Hcadquaim m RovlingGreen"

352-3610
123 S. Main Downtown BG
HRS - M-F (10-8)
SAT (10-5:30)

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
In 1998 and 1999, Mid-American

Despite the nightmarish three
years, Lenix worked in the weight

Conference football has seen a pair
of "once in a millennium" occur-

room to get back into shape. He saw
action in one game in 19% before
starting 12 games

rences.
In 1998, Northern Illinois went
down lo sixth-string quarterback

in 1997 and playing in 12 games
in 1998. Through-

Craig Harmon mostly due to
injuries. But this year, Toledo has

out the first cou-

two senior offensive linemen, Colin
Westrich and Mike Lenix, entering
their sixth and seventh years on the

Mike Lenix

gridiron. For Lenix, seven years is an
NCAA record.
"I was trying for an extra year of
eligibility," Lenix said. "I told the
NCAA what all had happened to
me. They felt sorry for me. I'm
happy to have an extra year."
After graduating from Toledo
Waite in 1993, Lenix redshirted that
fall. He then did not see action in
1994-95 due to injuries. He suffered

ple games in
1999, he has seen
action on and off.
Lenix is coming
off back surgery

in December.
"Accidents happen," Lenix said
of his experience. "I told the guys to
hang in there. It's possible to gel
back into the swing of things. Right
now, my knee is not bothering me
and my back is fine."
When Lenix came to training
camp, he felt as though he was learning things all over again.
"It's still possible [to perform],"
Lenix said. "I'm trying to get better

from food poisoning and heat stroke.
In 1994, he tore his anterior cruciated
ligament (ACL). He then lost 60 lbs.

and better every game. I want to do

from a staff infection resulting from
the torn ACL.

what's best for the team."
Academically, Lenix is a dual

major studying physical education
and health. He has taken some grad-

during Toledo's 11-0-1 MAC and Las

uate classes. He is taking two hours

Vegas Bowl championship run.
"We were in the Top 25 that year,"

of classes and is filling in 10 hours in
other ways. He still has some student teaching left before graduating.

Westrich said. "It doesn't get much
better than that."
In 19%, he suffered a foot injury

For Westrich, it came as a lastminute thing but the NCAA gave
him another year of eligibility. He

in preseason drills and could not
play. Westrich started in 11 games in

didn't know until after last season
whether or not he'd have an extra
year. But when the NCAA cleared
him, Westrich dropped a class to be
eligible.
He is currently taking one class

1997 and 12 in 1998 and has started
every game in 1999. He has earned
two All-MAC selections the last two
years.
The Rocket offensive line as a
whole is trying to carry the load

and will grad-

since the skill position players are
inexperienced.

uate in December with a

"We put that pressure on ourselves," Westrich said. "We want to

degree in marketing.

be balanced. Our strategy depends
on the opponent's strengths and
weaknesses."
The goal for Toledo's offensive

"Football is
the main thing

line is game-by-game improvement.

now,"
Westrich said. Colin
"I'm
pretty
much done with the academic
thing."
After redshirting in 1994,
Westrich saw action in 12 games

"We evalute our performance
after every game," Westrich said.
"We're far from perfect. You're going
to fall when you're satisfied with
your performance. That goes for
anybody."

GiveawavlJn^apc,
Tickets: Only $1.00

•Custom-Bui/tforyo

frdtvare

353-W24Shed

UT
vs.
BGSU
Tickets Offered at the game.
Drawing will be announced at halftime.

Virtual PC's: Proud sponser of the BGSU Women's Softball Team
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Steinke fits mold of ideal tight end
ly haven't thrown to him that much great job."
For the last three years, Steinke
this season. A tight end with his
has been the number two tight end
qualities is hard to come by."
Steinke's ablilities make him a behind Tony Holcomb. Despite the
valuable asset to the Brown and fad of not starting, Steinke has
Orange. One o( the strongest guys helped out the offense with his
on the team, Steinke is listed with a emense athletic ability. But he is
bench press of 430 pounds, a squat of happy with the chance to be the
530 pounds and a hang clean of 365 number one guy at his position.
"I've come all the way from Wisconsin and my family is excited lo
get lo see me play," Steinke said. "It
is fun playing with all the guys
down here and we have a bunch of
great guys on this team."
Since catching and blocking are
such intricate parts of his rules, you
must think that Steinke wujld enjoy
one over the other, possibly catching
because more glory can be found in
it. But he said he learned an important lesson while in high school.
"When I came up through high
school, I always thought receptions
were the big key," Steinke said. "Bui
my high school coach didn't pass to
me for the first three games to prove
a point that blocking is very important. Blocking is allowing me to play
and it's always a plus lo be a receivBG Ncw« Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUEHLE ing light end and I feel thai I have
both abilities. I love blocking and il
Kevin Steinke (87) battles through Tennessee Tech coverage attempting might have a little higher edge, but
receiving is not far behind."
to get into the clear for a Ricky Schneider pass.
Despite the team's record, Steinke
Senior tight end Kevin Steinke pounds. His bench is the highest on can find differences in this team
has taken over the starting position the Falcon squad and the combina- from last year's team.
"If anything, I feel that this team
for the Falcons with a fury. He is tion of all three exercises totals at
praised by coaches for his ability to 1340, which makes him the fifth is a little bit younger but a lot more
athletic," Steinke said. "I feel the
block as good as a lineman and catch strongest guy on the team.
"Kevin gives us a nice combina- players are getting more and more
as good as a receiver.
"Kevin is very athletic and pretty tion of a blocker and receiver at the confident and I think you wili see a
quick for his size," Michael Faragal- tight end position," Mark Murray, vastly improved team every game.
li, the Falcons offensive coordinator, BG's tight ends coach, said. "He can The next game will be better than the
said. "In our offense, he is a key catch the ball well and he is not as last one."
He can also see the leam improvaspect because he is a good blocker big as Tony Holcomb [last years
and can catch, even though we real- starting tight end] but he does a ing as the weeks go on.

By PETE STELLA
The BG News
A light end is not a hard person lo
spot on the field.
Tight ends are usually one o( the
biggest guys on the team and can be
spotted because ol their unique ability to dominate while both blocking
or catching.

"In every phase, I feel we an eller than last year and we ire out to
prove il this year," Steinke said.
"Every game, we're looking to win.
Every practice, we are getting more
and more confidenl and hopefully
we can start a tradition and get the
tradition back and going."

0
0
0

As a big part of BG's offense and
because of liis strong contributions
to the team the last three years,
Steinke has a good outlook of what
this leam should do.
"The outlook is we know what

Total Sport Source
110 WestPoe Road
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Imprinted Sportswear

353-MEGA (6342)
161GF. Woostor
Home ol the 2 Pizzas lor 87.00

FREE DELIVERY

[Falcon Special"]
1 Large Hand Tossed or

Q

[FANTASTIC FRIDAY]

TMi Crust Pizza

■ with cheese and 1 Topping
P*B 1-8 Piece Order ol
Twisty Bread
j Deep Dish S1.00 extra.

j
1Ls*1T*pkfPtaa,
|
■ 1-8 Pieca Orter ■! Twitty Bread, ■
■l-IO Plica OnUt M Baft* What,'
| pfen 2 70az. battles •( PapI Deep Dish $1.00 extra.

I

I

I

Team Equipment

GO FALCONS!

Heidelberg Distributing Co.

I

(419)353-3411
Fax (419) 354-0195

0

4?© ©©©©©©©©©©©©^

Domino's Pizza
A Proud Sponior ol B.G.8.U. Alhloticr

See STEINKE, page eleven.

912 Third Street
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
20 minutes trom BGSU
(Easily accessible oil 1-75 at Buck
Road in the Ampoint Industrial
Complex)

(419)666-9783
Open Saturdays 9-1
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Bowling Green Falcons

No.
1
2

Name
Ki.kv S-hneidcr"
Willie Washington

.1
4

K.I.I KIM-'

M

kurttierliug'

WK

5
6
7
K
i
III
II
12
13
u
IS
17 '
IK
If
211

Rohril Redd'
kllllll.llllicl 1 tendril
TvM.n.1Will Sullivan'
S'rgMil.iind*
(■an) 1 ishcr'
lason SlM-vr"'
A.m.. Alexander"
c | Hanks
Icrcnicc Hull.
AIHIV Sahm
Chits Snilcv
M.ill Huiisev'
I Iin. 1 luhkird'
U«vUIMi«

21
22

I'I...

OB
IW

WK
IIH
III
1)11
Ml
III
PK
WK

III.
n-3
Ml
Ml
6-2
5. Ill
5-10
1.41

■v-m

Wl.
2111
its
IKS
115
115
INI
215
175
165
2111
1711
115

run
sr/|r
Sr/lr
S./S.
|r/S.
Si /SI
IT/IT

2211

Sr/lr
Sr/Sr
Si /SI
Ir/S.
Sr/S
Ir/S.
Ir/S.

311
231

s./lr

2111

IT /IT

I.NO

175
mi

|r/|r
Ir/S.
.T./I'r.

S./Fr

111

1.41
S-lll
6-3
1.41
6-3
h-l
Ml
6-3
5-9
5-7
(.41

lorn-tl IY.ui
).«• All.

TH
Til

6-1
S-lll

mi
185

Frank Wilhersp,...
Ken Dohhs"

TR
IIH

6-2
MO

2111
1711

Fr/Fr
|r/|r

34

Godfrey Lew..'
Chad Long*
|ohn Cilbsoo"
Khary Campbell'
Mike Malonc
Andn Pmchcm
loeONcill'"
Gcno Burden
AnJrr Davis

TH
l)H
TB
IB
DB
l»
IB
LB
DB

s-i
Ml
MO
h-l
SHI
5-"
6-2
6-1
6-2

Itll
H5
215
2111
175
175
215
315
185

S./S.
Jr/S.
Ir/S.
|r/S.
Fr/Fr
Fr/Fr
5/Sr
S./Fr
Fr/Fr

35
V.

Mitch Hewitt
Sieve 1 Mmc'

LB
TB

6-1
5-9

3D
ISO

Fr/Fr.
5/Sr

37
38
40
41
42
Cl
44
45
46
47

Jerry Warner
Jusbn Turk
EncCUrk
Billy Price
Levar Scagraves
Brenl Marlin"(CI
D.J. Durkm"(CI
Enc Miscuda
Marcus Allen .
Danlere

DB
DB
FB
LB
LB
FB
DL
FB
LB
FB

5-10
5-10
5-10
6-2
6-2
6-1
6-2
54
64)
64)

185
140
240
230
205
240
240
210
1*5
240

S./Fr.
S./Fr
S./S.
5/Sr.
|r/|r
5/Sr.
Sr/lr
Si /Fr
So/Fr
So/Fr

48
49

Patrick Fleming
Chns Delia Vella'

P
LB

6-2
6-1

140
230

So/FT
Sr/|r.

50

Chris Haneline

LB

6-1

215

So/Fr

a
24
25
21.
27
28
VI
.11

A

UK
Oil
OH
OH
WK

I>H

IT /IT

IT /IT

Hometown/High School
AinhfrM.Ohio/Mccle
Naples. Ha /Naples
I..I..111I.11./B1.I..1P ll.irtl
Sterling 1 Icighls. Mull /limn
Fonl
D.IVlim/W.lVIIC
I'almkce. ll.i
l..lleiia,Olll.l/|llgW.llnill
Wl.llll.l. k.iiisi./S>ullu-.i.t
Palatine. Ill
Cnliinil'ii./Hrigg.
Mnln/SI France.
KnVnmn Ind
II
Jl»-. 4K.M.
Manslickl. Ohiii/Smmr
likliaiiapnll./Chal.lrd
II Wjinc. Ind/Harding
l.akcw.i»d.Ohn./SI Ignatiii.
IMn«t/Chad.ev
I aSaUr, Ouchc. /Vicuv M.«i
Inul
Cuiminati/Rngcr Bacon
Sterling Heights,
Mich /Sti'vensim
Lpnafij Ohio/Siuihview
Univ 1 Lights. OMa/Clrnbad
1 Icight.
T. .r..lif.. Ml. h.u-1 PilKlT
Clyde. Ohm
Columbus/ Heeehcn.lt
Tnlcdo/Sv'vanta S.uthview
Portsmouth, lankl
Dclniil/Cass Tech
Twinshurg, Ohio/Walsh Jesuit
Cleveland I Lights, Ohm
Famungtiii Hills Mich /Ham
NtVI
CharJon, Ohio
Brunswick County, N C /West
Brunswick
Daylon/Cokincl White
Siuthlidd, Mich /Brother Rice
Zanesville. Ohio
Los loos, Panama/Cnslohal
Sacramento, Cahl /Mira I on...
Upper Arlington. Ohi
Boaniman. Ohio
North Ridgcville. Ohio
Columhus/BeedvcTorl
Newpoel. Midi /Monroe St.
Mary's
Ottawa. Ont /Earl ol March
North amstFj.Ohio/St
Ignatius
North Olmsted.Ohio/St
Ignabus

No.
51

Name
larrv Wilhcrspum

Poa.
1)1

HI.
6-3

52
54
55
St.
57
58
51
141
61
62
63
M

1 nr.t.1 Iliillip.
1 rit |.MM~
Ky.in Diepcnhrock'
lr.inkti.in4.ilo
Cam Wiiiun..
Rnlnrt llmnni
l)| Ow.-h.ir
l).Hi|;IX.rl.vKv.in Ve.ij;er
iTuJ Mrt arthv—
EnrCuri"
Anlh.^o l:urgHin»'

IH
IH
IS
Ol
1)1
1)1
1)1
Ol
Ol
Ol
Ol
Ol

641
5 11
6-2
5-111
6-1
6-3
6-3
6-4
c-4
6-4
6-2
6-"

6.5

Mike WHTMII.1

t)|

n-4

Wl.
2MI

CUB.
S./Fr

2111

290
275
280
280
Ml

S./Fr
5/Sr
Sr/|r
S./Fr
Ir/S.
Sr/Jr
S. /Fr
5/Sr
S./Fr
5/Sr
Sr/Jr
Fr/lr

250

IT

EM
215
2311
2411

2WI
2n5

'Fr

I*.

tirej; klipki-

Ol

i.-3

255

S./Fr

68
71)
71
72
73 t
74
75
76
77

Mtkf Bodnar
Eru ZhnM.vn
Malt TrU
|on Ma/ur
Mark Kaul/man"*
Rvan Lucas
Frank Kaiser
|..n Whilver
EncCilhn

OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL

6-3
6-5
6-2
6-2
6-5
6-4
6-4
6-2
6-7

290
270
275
280
305
265
290
290
310

|r/S.
Sr/|r
Sr/|r
So/Fr
Sr/Sr.Fr /Fr
Fr/Fr
Jr/So
Sr/|r

"6
71

RI^.

Dennis W.TKI.4
Fehrnian"

OL
OL

6-7
6-7

275
300

Si/Fr
Sr/|r.

811

Beau Carnion

TE

6-7

230

Fr/Fr

81
82

CUs*i t.h.int
|.i-is\ Daik'v

WR
TE

6-2
6-7

185
150

|r/So
|r/So

83
84
85
86
87
88

Qumton Ward
Jason Van Dam
Joe Fisher
Ross Durham
Kevin Steinke""
D'Monn Baker

WR
TE
WR
TE
TE
DL

6-1
64.
Ml
64.
6-1
6-1

180
240
175
245
250
235

Fr/Fr
Fr/Fr
So/Fr
So/Fr.
Sr/Sr
Fr/Fr

MikeKiiapp
Ryan Wingrove
Jim Williams
Brandon Hicks'
Akm Clantars
93
94
Robert Hakr)
95
Ashea Roberson
Malcom Robinson
17
99
Jareese Cooper
' - letterlsl eamej. C - captain

PK
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL

5-9
6-3
6-5
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-3
6-1
6-7

150
235
240
250
250
240
220
290
300

Jr/So
Jr/So
Fr/Fr
Jr/Jr.
Fr/Fr
Fr/Fr
Fr/Fr
|r./So.
So/So

81
90

n
•n

Hometown/Hi|Fh School
CU'veland 1 MgMs Ohio/ Si
Ignaliu.
T.4.\lo/(k-uUnd iTmn 1
M.in.lield.Oh..i/M.idiM.n
Lima.Oh»/Ralh
Flushing. Muh /Ml Morns
Newark. Ohm/Liikini Valln
Ri.er.kle.Olil /Ranuma
Wmd^ir. t>il /Assunipliiin
Normal. Ill /Normal
Sindii-kv.Ohi.i/P.rkin.
Toledo/Central talhuli.
I.mmia. Muh /SeviUMm
Fli4ii..*e.Ont/Mi.h.i.H
P.m.-r
Grand Rapidv
MKII /Catholic Central
S4.Tling 1 leighl..
Mich /limn Ford
Boardman. Ohio
Zaoesville. Ohm
Stow. Ohio/Walsh Jesuit
Akron/Spnnglield
Bainbndge, Ohio/Kenslon
Dublin, Ohm/Cotlman
Fremont. Ohm/Ross
Schotield. Wis /Everesl
Canton, Mich /Detroil Cen
tral Catholic
St ll.-nnOhio
Bvesville. Ohm/Meadow
brook
Bloomville, Ohio/Tillui
Columbian
DetnNI/Martin Luther King
Edmonton. Alberta/Queen
Ehrabrth
Detroit/Mumlord
Sarrua. Ont /Northern
Paulduig, Ohm
Napoleon. Ohio
Wasau. Wo /Everest
Forest Park. Ohio/Wmlon
Woods
Penlield. Ohm/Kevslone
Parkersburg. W Va /South
Trenton, Ohm/Edgewood
Fairbom. Ohio
Mentor. Ohio
Maple Heights, Ohm
Ann Arbor, Mich /Huron
Fostoru. Ohio
Detroit/Murray Wright
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Toledo Rockets

No
1
2
3
4
5

ft

7
S
1
10
Hh
II
13
13
14

n

17
IV
211
21
22
22>
23
24
2*
26
27
27.
21
28A

29
30
31
3I>
32
33
34
34x
35
35»
36
37
37»
3>
3*
3*x
40
41
42
43
41
45
48

Htm
Boldm, lu.rn
Singlrtim, Ira*
lithnMm. Mannv
Fnvnun. [jstm
McCrav, Antwun
Fra/ier, K.t»i
Unii.-I.. Sid
Rollins. Kevin"
Turner, Jamed'" «']
Travis. Knlh"*IC'l
Junes. |u-hii
Cote, Dan
Ijrn.k. Justin
France. Tndd'
Find. Carl
Morns. Corn-*
Cm-no, I s.nl.i
Tavkie. Chester*
Mill. Mar.u.
Bratlun. William
Burke. Fabian"
Cuomo. Adam
Jarrett, Olanro
Anderson. Jehu
Stanlev. lamps
llr*bs. Derrick
Winchester. 1 R
Beak, Brad
GreenXyle"
Dandndge, Keith
Kirksey. |amn
Ward. Tom
Manlv, |ohn
Depaulo. Mike
Savage, Ant|uan
McnUow. David
Sickles. Michael
Goulde, Donan
Williams, Chris
Weppler. Levi
Hettlin, Brandon
King, Brian
Parker. Larry
Nelson. James
Simmy Drmrtns
Wilkins. Drake
Dye. Paul
Former, Ryan
Boyd. Andy'
Kastak. Mark
Ornsnusie, Didier
Goulde. DeJuan*
Bowen, Duane

Pot.
OB
Rov
WR
WR
TB
QB
OLB
ILB
CB
OLB
OB
OB
OB
K
WR
Rov
WR
TB
CB
TB
CB
TB
PS
CB
CB
DB
Rov
WR
RB
DB
MB
ILB
P
WR
OLB
DB
TB
Rov
WR
P
DB
DL
WR
LB
PS
WR
DB
DL
PS
LB
DL
DL
PS

HL
M
h-l
54
6-3
Ml
6-1
5-11
h-2
Vu
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-1
6-3
M)
Ml
5-8
Ml
5-10
5-11
5-11
5-10
6-2
6-1
64)
54
5-10
64)
6-1
5-11
64)
6-3
6-2
5-9
6-1
5-10
64)
5-11
64)
5-11
6-1
6-4
6-1
64)
6-2
5-10
64)
64)
6-1
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-3

WL
2011

205
165
1*0
201
185
200
230
180
205
199
210
215
180
175
205
180
200
180
220
185
195
205
190
185
205
190
180
215
160
171
240
180
170
210
170
195
185
190
200
180
194
201
210
195
160
190
235
205
240
250
253
197

ci.
So
|r
FrlR)
Fr
So
Fr
So
|r
Sr
Sr.
Fr
1'
FrIRl
So
Fr
So
Fr(R)
|r
|r
Ir
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr(R)
So
So
So
Fr
|r
Fr
Fr(R)
Fr(R)
Ft
Fr
Sr
Fr
So.
Fr
So.
Fr
Fr
Fr(R)
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr
Fr
So.
So.
Fr
Fr.
Ir

ft

Hoawtowri
Cleveland. Oil
BenlnnllarKw, Ml
River Rouge. Ml
Pittsburgh. PA
Canvrgie, PA
East Chicago, IN
Duiiuesnr. PA
Twinsburg. Ol 1
Cambridge, Ol 1
■MM. Ml
North Canl.m, OH
Monroe. Ml
Manslirld.OII
Maumre.OII
Mimroe, Ml
Berkley, Ml
Spnnglie'- Oil
River Roug.-, Ml
Soulhlield. Ml
Lima. Oil
Kitchener. ONT
Hamilton. ONT
Toronto. ONT
Oberlm.CHI
Jackson. Ml
South Euclid. Otl
Columbus. Oil
Old Orchard. ME
Kitchener. ONT
Columbus. OH
Alliance. OH
Defiance. OH
Shaker Heights. OH
Sagamore Hills. OH
Columbus. OH
Kent OH
Cincinnati. OH
Fuel id. OH
Twinsburg. OH
Marietta. OH
Pittsburgh, PA
Bern. OH
Toledo. OH
Lorsin.OH
Fremont, OH
Detroit. MI
Muskpgon, Ml
Napoleon, OH
Toledo, OH
Bay Village, OH
aVfeuPQ
EucivrtOH
Akron. OH

No
49
SB
SI
52
S3
54
55
56
57
N

n

60
61
62
63
M
65
67
6B
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
78
TV
80
81
82
81
81.
84
85
88
90
91
92

u
94
95

%

97
98
99

Name
Vaughn. Sharard
Deeb.Joe
Gaskins. Eric
Manson. Jason
Codfrey. Archie
Abron. Anthony
Lamar, Jason*"
Craddieth. Torrance
Gardner. David
Barker. Jim*
rlocfcmonr. David
Tuminello. Chrts
ling.|rlr
Schaeler. Michael"
Huh. Jovan"
Huntoon, Jake
Randolph. Dame
Barnes. Steve
Harding. Jim*"
Otterbacher. Nick*
Collins. Joah
Lenia. Mike"
Dirksen. Tim
Comer. Matt*
FaasercErik
VVBbich. Colin*- (Q
Sessions, Brett
Peters. Greg*"
Swart;. Noah
Long, Mel"
Irvin, Miqurl
Jones. Nate
McLean, lakeKilcoyne, Pal
KoHErik
Grothous. Greg
Turner, Jason•
rUrnood. Sanvjer*
Sestet, Jason
Cunningham, Jonathan
Kavanaugh, Mike
Bdik. Mike-(C)
Dernery. Anrwan
Gibson. Phil*
Fnerson, Lao
Lomberger, Rudy"
Ohh, Frank

Roraret ■ ol Sept 16.1999
• Letters won
■ Duplicale number

Poa.
FS
Whip
OL
LB
OL
LB
IU
DL
ILB
DL
DE
C
OL
OL
OL
DL
OL
OC
OL
C
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
Ol
OL
OL
OL
WR
WR
TE
DL
TE
WR
TE
WR
DL
TE
DL
DL
11
DL
DL
DL
DL
DL

Ht
64)
64)
6-5
6-2
6-5
6-2
6-1
6-3
6-3
6-1
6-4
6-3
6-5
64
62
64)
6-5
6-2
6-7
6-1
6-4
6-4
64
6-3
64)
6-6
64
64
64
6-2
6-2
64
64
6-5
6-2
6-7
6-2
63
6-3
6-1
6-2
64
6-1
6-2
6-2
63
64

Wt
187
215
270
225
290
215
235
245
235
275
245
285
280
300
285
250
275
290
305
280
285
285
2B5
285
335
300
280
295
300
190
185
245
275
220
185
245
2IS
270
235
270
290
235
2SS
265
245
245
240

a
So.
So.
Fr.
So
Fr(R)
Ft.
Sr
Ir
Fr'RJ
So.
So.
Fr.(R)
)r
Jr
Ir.
Fr
Fr
Ir.
Ir
So.
Ft
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So
Sr.
Fr.ff)
Jr
Fr.
Ft.
So.

ft.

Jr
K Cra-

ft

So.
So

fr

Jr.
St.

ft

So
So

Jr.

ft.

Ilinoitum
etrct. Ml
Toledo. OH
Akron, OH
Troy. OH
Caharuia.OH
Warren. OH
Yp.il.nb. Ml
Detroit. Ml
Ell wood City. PA
Lima. OH
Strongsville. OH
Board man, OH
Union. OH
Yorknlle.ll
Chicago, II.
Grand Ledge. Ml
Benlon Harbor. Ml
New Castle. PA
Maumee.OH
Man.rvrld.OH
Battle Creek. Ml
Toledo, OH
Maria Stein. OH
Strong.vUle. OH
Fielding, MI
Delpho».OH
Troy, OH
Lama. OH
CMorwMI
Toledo. OH
Akron. OH
HkhanlN
Grand Ledge. MI
Detroit. Ml
North Royalra,. OH
DelphcOH
FlmlMl
Dearborn. Ml
Midland, MI
OtvotantOH
Glencoe.rL
NoveUPA
Ducnaeane. PA
Burbr^lonONT
FcassorkkOH
SrmrvUV DN
YpollanlLMI
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Rivalry adds to coach's, team's intensity

Photo Provided
Gary pinkel leads a 2-1 (1-0 MAC) team into BG Saturday. Pinkel led
Toledo to the MAC West Division title in 1998 before losing to Marshall in the conference championship game.

Save!
Save!
20%
Off all
Complete
paddles
and
wood
Gifts
Paddle Parties
on request!

Save!
Save!
Knot
300 S. Main Si.
Downtown H.(i.
Phone 352-3148
Next to '
MM-Am Bank

between Bowling Green and embarrassing loss to Kent.
By DAN NIED
"I think there is a natural
Toledo.
The BC News
Intensity rises with every tendency, because of the rivalry,
Asking Gary Pinkel to talk
about his football past is like BG/UT week and Pinkel defi- to get into focus real fast,"
Blackney said. "But it would be
trying to squeeze water from a nitely understands why.
"We don't even mark the a lot more fun preparing for the
rock. Every question is a dead
end road, met with answers date on our calendar anymore Toledo game coming off of a viclike "I don't really think about because this game is so impor- tory instead of a loss."
Pinkel's history would allow
that," or "That kind of thing tant," he said. "The intensity is
always high this week. We him to take on this game with
doesn't really come into play."
But the one thing that know that each team will do extra gusto. He finished his
graduate work at BG in the late
Pinkel will talk about is rival- anything they can to win"
This game has taken on a life 70's and served as the Falcon's
ries. The Bowling Green/Toledo
of its own. Even though the two receiver coach for two years in
rivalry to be precise.
"It's a big deal" Pinkel said. teams are on the opposite end 1977-78. However his ties to
"It is easily the number one of the football spectrum with Bowling Green seem to give
rivalry in the Mid-American UT coming off a good win him no incentive at all.
"You know, it was just so long
Conference. Because of proxim- against Massachusetts while
ity and the tradition, this has BG was upset by MAC door- ago," he says. "It really doesn't
mats Kent, each coach knows come into play at all. I've got
turned into a great rivalry."
It is the game of the season that the other team will be fond memories of Bowling
Green, guys like (Equipment
that means as much as any reg- ready.
"There's no question that we Manager) Glen Sharp and
ular season game could. It is
the MAC's version of the great will face the best in Bowling (grounds keeper) Ken Schoeni
Green," Pinkel said. "Both are still friends of mine. But it
American rivalry.
Michigan/Ohio State, Flori- teams regardless of anything doesn't effect the game."
da/Florida State and any other are going to be ready."
BG head coach Gary Blackfierce college football battle
• See PINKEL, page eleven.
have nothing on the battle ney agrees despite the Falcon's
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Long is BG's 'patrolman' I
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Secondary players are taught,
"three read steps, then go to the
ballBowling Green (ootball player
Chad Long has that technique mastered. Followers notice it on the (ield
because the sophomore free safety
"patrolman" always seems to be
near the ball.
"I'm like a player-coach on the
field," Long said. "I see everything
on the field just like a coach can. It's
easy to tell if it's a run or pass by the
way the line are pulling and the way
they're set. I don't really even have
to take my three read steps to find
that out. The reason I have so many
tackles is I read well."
Long is one of the main reasons
for the improved secondary. He currently leads the team with 50 tackles
including 33 unassisted. He also has

Photo Provided
Chad Long backs into coverage.

two pass breakups. He noted that he
is mostly untouched running to the
ball because a lot of offenses pick up
Joe O'Neill.
"He is so motivated," coach Gary
Blackney said. "He is really on a mission. He's so focused and he worked

Think
Back to School
Show Your
School Spirit

game.
so hard in the off"Penn State was
season to ensure
the ultimate school
his own personal
1
wunted
to
success."
attend," Long said.
As a redshirt
"For me to go there
freshman, Long
and prove I could
had 93 tackles
play against them,
including 66 solo
that was a goal
good for second
because they told
behind O'Neill.
me I was too small
He also had two
and too slow. It
tackles for a loss
was exciting to be
of 10 yards, two
there when he won
forced fumbles
his 300th game."
and two fumble
One of Long's
recoveries. He
Falcon
strong
safety
Chad
Long
mos, menl0rab|e
started all 11
moments was winning the Division
games.
Before breaking his right thumb III slate championship in his junior
in 1997 against Ohio State, Long year at Clyde. The Fliers went 13-1
started two games and had 12 tack- that year. He rushed for 671 yards on
les. He averages 12 tackles per game. 145 carries as a running back that
At that pace. Long could break for- year. Clyde defeated Chagrin Falls
mer BG linebacker Vince Palko's Kenston in the state championship
game. During the playoff run, Clyde
record of 478 tackles.
Long grew up about 45 minutes also avenged its only season loss
from BG on the other side of Fre- against Oak Harbor.
"It was a great moment,'' Long
mont in Clyde, Ohio. Clyde has a
good football tradition playing in the said of that. The SBC is a tough,
rugged Sandusky Bay Conference. hard-nosed conference. We usually
One of his toughest opponents was take three or four teams to the playHuron's Rob Majoy, who went on to offs."
As a sophomore, Long had a
play at Illinois.
One of his biggest influences school-record 13 interceptions helpgrowing up was his older brother ing Clyde to a 12-2 state runner-up
Ray, who was a two-time All-Ameri- finish to Beloit West Branch. He comcan linebacker at Findlay. Ray pared the two years between his
helped him handle successes in life
sophomore and junior years at Clyde
because the two accomplished a lot
to this year and last year at BG.
growing up.
"That was special playing with a
"He taught me to be level-headed
and not overconfident," Long said. lot of juniors and seniors," Long
"I'm a pretty modest guy. 1 don't said. "I was three-time all-state in
high school. Without the great playdwell on my accomplishments."
During the 1998 season. Long ers I played with, that wouldn't have
enjoyed the Penn State game. He had happened."
a season-high 11 tackles in that
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Falcon Jason Strasser: getting his kicks

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUEHLE
Falcon kicker Jason Slrasser attempts a field goal in a game against
Tennessee Tech earlier this season.

By WENDY WELLMAN
The BG News
He may not be the biggest
guy on the field, but you wouldn't know that looking at his
stats.
After last week's game with
Kent, Senior place-kicker Jason
Strasser is now in seventhplace in the MAC in scoring
with 25 points, one point ahead
of teammate Robert Redd.
Strasser also shares the number one spot in successful field
goals in the MAC with Dave
Pavich of Kent.
On top of it all, if Strasser
makes his next two field goal
attempts, he will tie BG alum
Brian Leaver's MAC record of
14 consecutive field goals.
"I try not to think about it, or
I'll throw off my concentration,"
Strasser said.
Strasser was ranked fourth

in the nation last year with a
91.7% success rate. Last week,
he was already ranked in
eighth place with six attempts
and six successes. He also
earned the MAC Special Teams
player of the week and MAC
Scholar Athlete of the
week
last
week.
Strasser, a
finance/marketing major,
came to BG
four years ago
from St. Francis
High
School in Toledo. In 1995, lason Strasser
his
senior
year, the football team went to
the state playoffs, but lost in
the second round to Brunswick.
However, Strasser didn't

start out playing football as a
youth. Thanks to his family's
influence, he was a soccer player primarily.
"I've got three older sisters
who played soccer," he said.
"And my dad coached while I
was growing up."
His family continues to play
an active part in Strasser's athletic career.
"My parents come to every
game, no matter where it is.
They fly to Florida, Kansas,
wherever."
Strasser chose to come the
short distance to BG because of
the great coaching staff and the
business school.
"It's also close to home," he
said. "I can still get a homecooked meal or go home to do
my laundry."
• See STRASSER, page eleven.
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SteinkeContinued from page five.
the leam has lo do," Steinke said.
"Offensively, we have to be able to
dominate the possession clock, we
have to run the ball and running the
ball is going to open our three good
receivers, in Kurt Gerling, Robert
Redd and Aaron Alexander. The
more we can run the ball, the better
the defense can be."
Being that Steinke is in a spot, as
a college athlete, where some people
can never be in, there are many
memories at his lour years being
here.

"My favorite part was walking
out on the field (or the first time as a
true (reshman and that was against
Alabama," Steinke said. 'There were
96,000 people there and I remember
getting down in my stance and I
couldn't hear Bob Niemet. I was
three (eet behind him, cause I was
playing fullback at the time, and I
couldn't hear a thing. The thrill of
that, I don't think there are words lo
explain it and not a lot of people get
to experience that."
All in all, Steinke is happy to be
where he is. At the beginning of the
season, he set goals for himself. But

more importantly, he cares more
about the leam goals.
"The leam goals are always in
front of the individual goals,"
Steinke said. "Our goal as a team is
to win the MAC championship and
to do that, we have to win out the
rest of the season. The goals I set are
to go out and have fun and give out
my all. My whole goal in lite is to go
out and give it my best and have fun
doing it. With all the guys, over four
years, we have bonded together. We
are a close nit family and it is just a
lot of fun to play football here."

that Toledo beat UMass last Saturday. What matters to him is the week
ahead of time. He has a policy that
he will not talk to the media about
any game but the next.
"The pasl is insignificant," Pinkel
said. "I see people focus on the past
and I don't think that is real smart"
Blackney reflected on Pinkel's
pasl, but, like I'inkel said, it is not
likelv lhat the past will mean a thing
when Saturday rolls around.
"He has done n admirable job,"
Blacknev said about his UT rival.

"He's had several winning seasons
over the past four years and two
western division championships.
That's a good job."
But maybe Pinkel has a point. Saturday's game will be decided by the
players and coaches on the field and
not by what was accomplished in the
past. So Pinkel's Rockets are 2-1 So
Blackney's Falcons are 1-3. In the
end, records won't matter, thev
never do.
And that is why Gary Pinkel
doesn't like to talk about the past.

Fleming and BG's three other kickers
prepare for their games by practicing
kickoffs, punting and field goals
during team practices. However,
Strasser also perfects his form over
the summer. He coaches at a high
school kicking camp run by Coach
link Pierce.
I love coaching," he said. "It really helps you learn something better
when vou teach it."

While Slrasser does enjoy his job
as kicker, he said the team does tease
him a bit for it, calling him Bones'
because of his size.
"Yeah, thev lease me, but it's
good-naluredly. When I gol here, I
heard horror stories from the other
kickers about getting taped to the
goal posls and all that, but nothing
like thai s ever happened to me"

Pinkel
Continued from page one.
I'inkel's stance on his BG ties
reflects his feelings on the rest of his
past. Anything that happened yesterday is yesterday's news. He says
he doesn't like lo think about the
past. He doesn't think about the fact
that Toledo has won the last four
meetings between the two learns.
He doesn't care that the Rockets
have been the dominant team in the
MAC West over the last five years.
And, to him, it reallv doesn't matter
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Strasser
Continued from page one.
liolh Strasser and his family are
looking forward to the Toledo game
this weekend.
"Hopefully we'll win. We haven't
beaten them since I've been here,'
Strasser said. "It should be exciting.
The game with Toledo is always a
battle."
Strasser, freshman punter Patrick
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GOOD LUCK TO COACH GARY BLACKNEY AND THE 1999 FOOTBALL FALCONS!

